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Students for
Life to host
annual Life
Chain at MSU
MURRAY, Ky. Mwray
State University Students for
Life are hosung the annual Life
Chain event Fnday, Oct. 9.
A Life Chain involves a group
of pro-life individuals witnessing their message about life to
their cotnmunity, according to
Mary Reding, a spokesperson
for the group. For this event,
paiticipants will tie holding
pro-life signs on the sidewallcs
of U.S. Highway 641 so that
they are visible to the traffic.
Participants are encouraged to
meditate, pray, focus, eu:. on
the reasons why they are a part
of the pro-life movement. It is
only the signs that are meant to
reach the public.
On October 9, the group will
be gathering at 3:45 p.m in the
parking lot between St. Leo's
Catholic Church and Pocket's
gas station on U.S. Highway
641, she added. The event will
last until 5 p.m.
The event is an opportunity
for the group not only to share
their purpose with the coriumnity, but also to re-focus themselves as committed pro-life
activists. It is open to all students and community menibers
who wish to give time to the
movement and witness to the
cornmuruty.
The Murray State Students for
Life is a student organization of
Murray State OtIversiiy that is
dedicated to promoting the
value of all human life, regardless of development or ability.
They are corrunitted to protecting innocent life, and especially, supporting student parents.
For more uiforrnauon or press
inquiries, please contact tvlary

See Page 2A
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Bailey: MCCH employee satisfaction up
ay KYIER LOUGH
Staff Writer
Employee satisfaction at
Murray-Calloway
County
Hospital is nsing. according to a
report given at the monthly
nieeting of the MCCH Board of
Trustees.
MCCH CEO Keith Bailey presented the results of an annual
employee survey administered
by Press Caney. In the report,

the mean score was 69.2, up
four points from 2007 and rune
pointa from 2006. The percent
of favorable responses 'NU 78.6
percent, which has nsen steadily
since previous years as well
Total participation in the surv:y
increased by 220 employees
from last year.
"We appreciate the ume that
our staff took to fill out the survey. and would like to compli-

ment them on recognizing the
changes we have made to make
MCCH a great place to work,"
Bailey said. "The survey allows
management at every level to
understand employee concerns
and gives opportunities on how
the relationships between managers and staff can be improved,
which ultimately leads to an
environment where patient care
can be at its optimal level."

A letter to Bailey from Press
Gill1Cy stated the 69.2 mean
score was 2.5 points away from
the 50th percentile of the national database and that 69 percent
of MCCH employees have a
high level of engagement and
feel a sense of ownership, compared to a national average of
58.3 percent.
TVA.) local school nurses, Pam
Oakley and Vicki Williams,
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were recognized during the
meeting, and both gave a abort
report on their work at the
Callow ay
County
School
District
and
M urray
Independent School District.
Thiough grants provided by
MCCH. the nurses are able to
serve the schoois and promote
health

•See Page 2A

Health bill
would cost
$829B, help
cover 94 pct.

A dedication was heed yesterday to name the
H. Bradley Haugh Ambulance Facility.
Piciurec; are members of Haugh's tarni!y with
a commemorative marker placed on the front
of the building, The family purchased the
narning opportunity from Murray-Calloway
County Hospital to honor Haugh's Ide arxi
work as an EMT, paramedic and firefighter.
The osrarriony included remarks from hospital
officiate and a rborrient of reflection by Jerry
GorreU, dintictor of ambulance services. At
left, a cake at the reception features a
detailed depiction of an ambulance similar to
the ones Haugh rode in during his time with
the ambulance services.
KYSER LOUGHP...edger 6 Times

Ambulance Facility named for Haugh
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By KYSER LOUGH
Staff Writer
A dedication ceremony' was
held Wednesday to name the H.
Bradley Haugh Ambulance
Facility on South Eighth Street
in Murray. Haugh was a member
of the Murray Fire Department
from 1977 to 2001 ar.d began
working as an EMT in 1989

before his death in 2008.
Members of Haugh's family
worked to have the facility
mimed for him arid were present
at the dedication. Keith Travis,
vice president of institutional
development
at
MurrayCalloway County Hospital,
opened the dedication with a
welcome and then passed things

over to MCCH CEO Keith
Bailey, who gave opening
remarks. Bailey thanked the
family and said he appreciated
the suppon of die community
and family
MCCH board chair Sharon
Furches spoke and thanked the
family fin their contributions to
make the naming possible.

"We are honored that you have
honored us and the community,"
she said.
Jerry Gorrell, director of
ambulance services, gave the
nioments of reflection and spoke
highly of his time with Haugh.
During a senes of anecdotes

NI See Page 2A

Sy RICANDO ALONSOZAILDIVM
Associated Press Writer
WASHINGTON (AP) —
Democrats are breathing a sigh
of relief after a positive cost
tepoit on health care overhaul
gave them a chance to rally
around a Senate plan that significantly expands coverage while
trimining the federal deficit.
The Congressional Budget
Office said Wednesday that the
latest version of the Senate
Finance Committee proposal
would expand coverage to 94
percent
of
all
eligible
Americans at a 10-year cost of
The budget umpires added
that the legislation would
reduce federal deficits by $81
billion over a decade and could
lead to continued reductions in
federal red ink in the years
beyond.
But the middle-of-the-road
plan still leaves about 25 million people uninsured when
fully phased in, in 2019. Of
those, nearly 17 million would
be U.S. citizens or legal residents. Nearly 50 million U.S.
residents now lack coverage.
The White House hailed the
report as proof of what
President Barack Obama has
insisted all along. 'The analysis
confirms that we can provide
stability and security for

III See Page 2A

MSU's Wind Ensemble to
present President's Concert
Special to the Ledrsow
The Nturray State University
Symphonic Wind Ensemble will
present its annual President's
C011Ceri on 'Tuesday. Oct. 13, at
8 p.m. in the L,ovett Auditorium
on campus.
Already. the third performance
by the accomplished miserable
this school year, MSU Director
of Bands and Orchestra and
Conductor of the
Wind
Ensemble Dennis L. Johnson
notes that their concert program
is extremely demanding yet varied. "We have really hit the
ground running this semester
with
appearances at the
Celebration of Music performance in the Carson, Four Rivers
Center in Paducah and the music
department's Collage Concert

during Family Weekend but
now it is our chance to shine. I
believe the audience will truly
enjoy the variety of works we
have scheduled."
The President's Concert has
come to symbolize a salute to
the students, staff. faculty and
administration of Murray State
University as the new school
year unfolds, he said. "It's basically a musical tribute to all the
various agencies of the univers.1ty who do such great work day
in and day out," stated Johnson.
"The wind ensemble arid I art
extremely proud to be a part of
this great tradition.Opening the concert will be
the "Vanity Fair Overture" writ-

•See Page 2A

Photo provdad

Pictured above is The Murray State University Symphonic Wind Ensemble in April during its
perfoimance in the Kennedy Center in Washington, D.C.
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MCCH satisfaction...

"The approval allows projects
from up to 60 days prior to be
heard from neighbonag homes, included in what the bond is
The current light bulbs installed used for and the finance comare 400W and could be replaced mittee will meet at the end of the
with I75W He also mentioned month to make final approval
installing custom blinders or
Approval of the 20!0 operatlight timers.
ing and capital budgets will be
The board approved a non- postponed until the November
binding resolution to look into meeting. and the finance comsecuring a taind up to $15 mil- mittee will take OM more
look
lion that would help offset the through both beforehand
cost of a new MRI and construc- board did approve a
change in
tion of a geriatric psych ward
the 2010 Employee Gainsharing

From Front
In a construcuon update, Steve
Gant)lin said the helipad construction cost estimate rose
sharply due to bghting concerns
that were required by the FAA.
The original estimate was
S25,000 and is now SI16,297
He also said he is looking into
options concerning parlung lot
lighting after complaints were

111 Ensemble ...
From Front

KYSER LOuGliitedger Times
The Murray-Calloway County Board of Trustee
s recognized
and heard updates from local school nurses
dunng their
monthly meeting Wednesday Calloway County
nurse Vicki
Williams, above, and superintendent Steve
Hoskins, along
with Murray Independent nurse Pam Oakley.
below, and
superintendent Bob Rogers artended and spoke to
the board.

ten by Englishman Percy
Eastman Fletcher. This work
has been descnbed by the composer as "a comedy overture in
which several characters from
Thackeray's novel are portrayed." "The work combines
many wonderful melodies and
dazzling technical passages for
the
woodwinds,"
noted
Johnson. The work was wrinen
in 1924 and later transcribed for
orchestra.
Australian Percy Grainger is
well known for his crasade to
preserve the early folk songs of
England and surrounding countries. His beautifv.! "Ye Banks
and Braes 0' Bonnie Doon" is
an example of this personal
charge. Originally written for
men's chorus and whistlers, this
lovely setting for band was
completed in 1901, It is an
example of his love for the wind
band and its capability to be (in
Graingec's words)''a vehicle of
deeply emotional expression."
A charnber wind ensemble
taken fmm the membership of
the larger group ensues with
Gordon Jacob's enduring work,
"Old Wine in New Bottles." The
three movements in this setting
are also based on English Folk
Songs however Jacob states that

his purpose was to. "revive the
spint of the early folk songs and
infuse them with new life and
perspective." This set became
so popular that Jacob was to
later issue another set enutled,
"More Old Wine in New bottles." "These are delightful
arrangements and I'm sure the
audience will enjoy them even
more in this chamber setting",
stated Johnson.
A rattler new work follows by
young St. Louis, Mo., native,
Kevin
Matthew
Puts.
"Millennium Canons" is a massive eiork that employs all the
forces of the wind ensemble as
well as piano, harp and exotic
percussion. "The title refers to
ushenng in the new millennium
while using the compositional
and imitative desice known as
the canon." stated Johnson.
Concluding the concert will
be "Wedding Dance" from the
Symphonic Suite "Hasseneh"
by Jacques Press. This lively
dance based on the Israeli Hors,
is a non-stop whirlwind piece
from start to finish. "'This work
has you jumping out of your
seats at the end." observed
Johnson.
The Murray State Symphonic
Wind Ensetnble has gained a
National and Internatnxial reputation due to its many invitations to appear at presugious
events throughout the world.

Cargill case to
go to grand jury
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Program that reduced the total
amount possible from four percent to three percent. Lisa Ray.
vice president of patient care
services, said this measure will
save the hospital up to
Saj0,000.
Bailey said stiottier building
tour will be held for the board
on November 7 and that city and
county officials will be invited
He also said the installation of a
new MR1 will begin in
December

MI Health...

By HAWKINS TEAGUE
Stan Wnter
A preliminary hearing was
held Wednesday for Janaes
Cargill who faces local charges
of child pornography possession
Cargill, 59, was arrested Sept.
28 at his home in Almo by
Kentucky State Police after
they received a call that he was
allegedly in possession of child
pornography. After police
removed materials from his
home, Cargiil was taken into
custody and charged with
Possession
of
Matter
Portraying
a
Sexual
Performance by a Minor. two
counts of Possession of a
Controlled Substance (Meth,
Cocaine) and Possession of
Drug Paraphernalia, KSP
Trooper Dean Patterson had
reported.
Cargill appeared before
District Court Judge Randy
Hutchens and was represented
by public defender Wesley
Boyarski.
Assistant
Commonwealth
Attorney Cirrus Hatfield said
Cargill's case would go before
a grand jury on October 22. He
currently remains in the
Calloway County Jail tutder a
S50,000 cash bond.

IS NOW
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From Front
Americans with insunince and
affordable options for uninsured
Americans
without
adding a dime to the deficit —
and saving money over the long
term," said spokesman Reid
Cherlin.
•
Conservative Democrats were
upbeat. Rep. Jim Matheson, DUtah, a spokesman for the fiscally'
conservative Blue Dog Coalition,
said he was encouraged that the
Finance bill would cut the deficit
and indicated that he'd like to see
the House bill move in the same
direction.
Republicans — with the excepnon of Maine Sen. Olympia Snowe
— panned the Finance effort.
"A celebration of the deficit
effects masks who pays the bills,"
said Iowa Sen. Chuck Grassley of
Iowa, the ranking Republican on
the Finance Conunittee. "This
package includes hundreds of billions of dollars in new taxes and
fees. Most Amencans with health
insurance will see their prenuums
increase."
Said House Republican Whip
Eric Cantor of Virginia "The
claims that we're saving S8I billion by spending $829 billion, you
can !ay that if you really want to go
ahead and rob Peter to pay Paul,
and that's what's going on here."
Snowe, a member af the Finance
Cormnittee, told reporters she
needs time to review the latest estimates. That the overall cost of the
plan is lower than an earlier ver3ion
is positive. she said.
Tlae report cleiai the way ior
Finance to vote as early as next
week on the legislation. Chairman
Max Baucus, D-Mont., the ptincipal architect of the measure, took
to the Senate floor to announce the
estimates within moments of
receiving them.
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about Haug,h's failed buslness
ventures, coffee tastes, cheap
tobacco buying and how he
"sailed the seven seas- from his
recliner while watching the tras el charm!.
"It sometimes takes a while to
realize your own successes. He
found his niche when he joined
the fire department in 1977. He
served those unable to serve
themselves and was dedicated to
helping. Today I think Brad
would be proud to be known as
a success for saving lives. We
are honored to have his name on
this facility, one that helps others," Gortell said.
The ceremony closed with a
reading of a paramedic's prayer
and closing prayer by MCCH
chaplain Kerry Lambert.

FRIDAY OCT.9TH
WK&T TECHNOLOGY STORE
1900 NORTH 12TH STREET
MURRAY, KY 42071
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External DVD Players
Acer Desktop & Laptop Computers
Acer Netbooks
Routers
Networking Cables
HP Printers (including All-N-One)
Printer Cartridges
ReeCom Weather Radio
External Hard Drives
Coby 1 GB MP3 Player

Toshiba TV's(new 46' LED 46SV670U)
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From Front
Reding (270-872-7818) or
Michelle Smith (812-449-7846)
at
murraystate.studentsfor
life@gmailcom.

Toshiba DVD(SD4200

TOM Clitif

411111111111111.
Sharp BluRay(BDHP21U)

WOW
Stop and register for your chance
to win the Kawasaki Brute Force
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NOTICE
• The Murray City Councii
will meet at 6:30 p.m
Thursday at City Hall. There
will be a first reading of ar
ordinance to supplement the
code of ordinances and a
resolution honoring the late
Mayor Tom Rushing. The
council also plans to set
hours for Halloween.
• The Murray Public Safety
Committee will meet at 6
p.m. Thursday at City Hall to
review and discuss a budget
amendment and bids for a
pumper truck for the tire
department and to get ar
update on the upcoming
Public Safety Facility.
• To report a Town Crier
item call 753-1916
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Obituaries

Mrs. Alice Agnus Newcomb Carr, 89, Unerbac
k Road, Murray,
died Monday, Oct. 5. 2009.
at 6:50 a.m. at Hickory Woods
Retirement Home
. A mired bank teller, she was a member
and eucharistic lay minister of St. Leo Catholic Church.
Preceding her in death were her husband. James R
Carr, one
Irandson. Scotty CUT, two sisters and two brothers Born
Nov 11,
1919, in Carbondale, Pa.. she was the daughte
r of the late James
'Newcomb and Mary Ann Barrett
Survivors include one son, David Carr and wife, Donna,
Murray;
two sisters. Ann Isernan, Rahway, N.J., and Kathery
n Kilpatrick,
-Santa Barbara, Calif.; sister-in-law, Rose Newcom
b, Scotia, N.Y.;
two granikhildren, Allison Beck and husband, Evan,
Newburg, Ind.,
and Michael Carr and wife, Emily, Crestwood; throe
great-grandchildren. Beck Walker, Newburg, and Connor and
Keaton Carr,
Crestwood; several nieces and nephews.
• , A service will be held at a later date. J.H.
Churchill Funeral
Horne is in charge of arrangements.
Expressions of sympathy may be made to St. Leo
Catholic
'Church Building Fund, 401 North 12th St., Murray, Ky
42071 or
Mun-ay-Calloway County Hospital Hospice House,
803 Poplar St.,
"Murray. KY 42Cr71.
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The funeral for Bryon Douglass will be Saturday at
2 p.m. at
Good Shepherd United Methodist Chttrch where he was
a member.
'Rev. Eugene Burkeen will officiate. 1.H. Churchill Funeral
Home ..s
in cluuge of arrangements, but no visitation is scheduled.
Eapressions of sympathy may be made to Good
'N
Shepherd United Methodist Church, 84 Cherry
Corner Rd., Murray, KY 42071.
Mr. Douglass, 54, Sycamore Street, Murray, died
Satuday, Oct. 3, 2009, at 7:40 p.m. at MurrayCalloway County Hospital.
Retired from the United States Navy, he .served in ttte
Vietnam
'War and was awarded the Purple Heart three times.
He was a certified lay speaker for the Methodist Church and an avid outdoor
s man.
He was born Oct. 15, 1954, in Portland, Maine. His father,
Clay-ton
Douglass, preceded him in ckath.
Survivors include his wife, Valerie Hatch Douglass, to
whom he
. was married June 16, 2007, in Freyburg, Maine; his
mother, Roberts.
Jewett Douglass, Sebago, Maine; three daughters, Mary
Orta and
Amy Garcia, both of Yuma, Ariz., and Julie Benoit,
Bridgton.
Maine; two sons, Henry Douglass, Yuma, and
Aarin Miles,
,Vv'estbrook, Maine; one sister, Eileen !Lague, Sebago,
Maine; one
'brother, Merle Douglass. Baldwin, Maine: six grandchi
ldren; two
great-grandchildren.
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Mrs. Doris J. Duncan
Mrs. Dons J. Duncan, 59, Murray, died Wednesday,
Oct. 7. 2009,
at 7:15 p.m. at her residence.
Imes-Miller Funeral Home is in charge af arrange
ments. Online
condolences may be made a www.imesmiller.com.

Alton Riley Jones
A graveside service for Alton Riley Jones will be
Friday at 11
, a.m. at the Matheny Cemetery. Rev. Elijah Balentin
e will officiate.
. No visitation is scheduled. Expressions of sympath
y may go to final
expenses for Alton Jones, c/o J.H. Churchill Funeral
Home, 201
South 3rd St., Murray, KY 42071.
Mr. Jones. 68, Hardin, died Tuesday, Oct. 6,
2009, at 8:46 a.m. at his home. H
Pentecosal faith. His father, Willard lone
ed him in death. He was bom March 25:1611211a
Marshall County.
Survivors include two daught rs, Trisha
Hollingsworth. Hardin, and Teresa Holland arid
husband, Roy, Waskom, Texas; one son, Terry
Riley Jones and wife, Tresa, and his mother, Dora
Travis Jones. ail of Murray; four sisters, Brenda
Joyce and husband, Raymond, Mesquite, Texas,
Jones
Loretta McDermon Benton, Cathy Stewart and husband, Joey, Calvert City, and !zeta Eldridge and
husband, Larrys Murray; three brothers, Bert Jones, Mayfiel
d, Ned
Jones and wife, Teresa, Hazel, and Delmer Jones and wife, Shirley,
Murray; eight grandchildren; two great-granchildren
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Mrs. Charlotte Ruth Brown Gillam

Mrs Charlotte Ruth Brown Gilliam, 84, Water Valley,
died
Tuesdas. (ki 6. 2009, at 6:44 p.m. at died Spring Creek
Health
('are
Preceding her in death were her husband, Jewell
Gilliam, to whom she was married May 10, 1945;
three brothers and one sister. Born Feb. 26, 1925,
she was the daughter of the late Burley Brown and
Willie Mae Ownby Brown.
She attended school at Water Valley: and was a
graduate of Fulton City High School. After graduation she worked for Sears in Memphis, Tenn., Lind!
her marnage. She then assisted her husband in his
handmade fly-fishing lure business, Giliam Lures,
and was responsible for the sales and marketing
division. She was also a retired employee of the
original Fulton Wal-Mart and a member of the
Church of Chnst.
Survivors include one daughter, Kimberly Byars and husband,
Bud, Murray; one grandson, John Christopher Byars, Lynn Grove;
, . one sister, Sue Farrner, Clinton; several nieces and nephews.
' A pnvate graveside service will be held at Mount Pleasant
Cemetery, Graves County, where she will be interred among five
generations of the Gilliam family The family requests no expressions of sympathy. J.H. Churchill Funeral Horne is in charge of
arrangements
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The funeral for Cecil Stokes will be today (Thursday at I p.m.
in the chapel of Collier Funeral Home, Benton. James and Mark
Armstrong will officiate. Burial will follow in the Marshall County
Memory Gardens. Visitation is now at the funeral home
Online condolences may be left at www.collierfuneralhorne.com.
Mr. Stokes, 66, Calvert City, died Monday, Oct. 5, 2009, at 12:21
p.m. at his residence.
He was a member of Teamsters Local /236 of Paducah.
Preceding him in death were his parents, Larue and Elsie Owen
Stokes, one sister and one brother.
Survivors include tus best friend, Sandra Kay Fox, Calvert City,
one son, Phillips Stokes and wife, LeGay, Kevil; one daughter,
Kristie Stokes Wells and husband, Mark, Dexter; one brother,
Stanley Stokes, Paducah; three grandchildren, David Stokes.
Melanie Jones and Arron Jones, all of Calvert City; four greatgrandchildren; several nieces and nephews.

New jobless claims fall to 521K
CHRISTOPHER
Sy
S. economic recovery.
RUGALIER
The fourth drop in new claims
AP Economics Writer
WASHINGTON (AP)- The in five weeks is a sign the labor
number of newly laid-off Nk ork- maricet is slowly healing. But
ers filing first-time claims for employers are reluctant to hire
jobless benefits fell to the lowest new workers and the unemploylevel since early January', as lay- ment rate is expected to keep
offs ease a bit amid a fled31
clunbing well into next year.
saws -.as...vs

Ted Edwards
A graveside service for Ted Edwards was today (Thursd
ay at 1 1
a.m. at the Salem Bapust Church Cemetery. Rev. John
Sheppard,
Rev. Ray Wlutlow and Max Morris officiated. Pallbear
ers were Max
Moms, Johnny Willnurts. Freckly Windsor, Glen Windsor
, Fen-ell
Miller and Ray Whitlow. Blalock-Coleman & York Funeral
Horne is
in charge of arrangements. Online condolences
may be made at
www.yorkfunerathome.com.
Expressions of sympathy may be made to Murray-Calloway
County Need Line,638 S. 4th St , Murray, KY 42071 or The
Angels
Community Clunc, 1005 Poplar Sz., Murray, KY 42071.
Mr. Edwards, 81, Lynn Grove, died Monday, Oct. 5, 2009,
at 3: I0
p.m. at his borne. Born Sept. 19, 1928, in Graves County.
he was the
son of the late William Tansel Edwards arid Treys
Iris Motheral
Edwards
A member of Salem Baptist Church, he had retired as
a road contractor supenntendent with Smith Construction.
Survivors include his wife, Linda Sue Stone Edwards. to
whom
he was marned Dec. 23, 1992; one daughter. Dianne
Cash and husband, Norman, Lexington, one stepson, Don Johnson, Bardsto
wn;
Ofle sister. Mildred Howard, Lambertville,
Mich.; Ofbe brother, Jenry
Freeman Edwards and wife, Joyce, Howell, Mich.; two
grandchildren, Joshua Cash. Florida, and Luci Powell, Lexington;
four greatgrandchildren; three stepgrandchildren; eight stepgreat-grandc
hildren; sister-in-law, Donna Russell and husband, Gayle,
Mayfield,
brother-in-law,(;erald Stone and wife, Sue, Kirksey.

Ms. Amy Ruth JOINS
The funeral for Ms. Amy Ruth Jones wa.s today (Thursday)
at II
a.m. in the ctuipel of J.H. Churchill Funeral Home. Rev.
Glynn Orr
and Bro. Billy Joe Lovett officiated. Pallbearers were Darren
and
.14S0(1 Chapman, Tony and Billy Joe Lovett,
Barry Walker and Mike
Jones, active, and Ray Paschal) and Greg Widmer, honorar
y. Bu_rtal
was in the Brooks Chapel Cemetery.
Expressions of sympathy may be made to WATCH Center,
702
Main St., Murray, KY 42071.
Ms. Jones. 33, Murray, died Monday, Oct. 5, 2009, at 6:10
p.m.
at Murray-Calloway County Hospital.
She was born May 4, 1976, in Murray. Preceding her in
death
were her grandparents, Ruthie Spann Chapman and
Dale M. and
Ernestine Towery Jones.
Survivoas include her mother, Debbie Newberry and
husband.
Jackie, her father, Gary Jones arid vnfe, Susan, grandfat
her. E.G.
Chapman. and one sister, Valene Guthrie and husband
, Chris, all of
Murray; two brothers, Chns Jones and wife. Tiffany,
Murray, and
Jason Jones and wife, Tassie. Hardin.

Ky. pastor quits ministry
to promote gun rights
LOUISVILLE. Ky.(AP)- A
Kentucky minister who hosted a
rally celebrating God and guns
has resigned his rimustry to promote gun nghts and church
secunty
Ken Pagano, who held the
"Open Carry Celebration" at
New Bethel Church in south
Louisville. is now worlung parttime at a local gun range and
helped form a group called the
International Secunty Coalition
of Clergy. He formed the group
with a New York rabbi and others who are promoting the use
of arme,d and trained secunty at
houses of worship,
Pagano told 'The CourierJournal the church supported the
rally, but he felt like a liability to
the church and that he brought
too much attention to the small
congregation Pagano, 49, also
said he "reached the point of
burnout" in the minist-y.
"If we had just had a celebration service and it died down. it
might not have been as big a
deal, "said Pagano, a renied
Marine who had been pastor of
the congregation for a dexade.
"In all honesty, my heart was no
longer in pastoral ministry as
usual, and the church deserves
people with more of a pastoral
heart."
The "Open Carry Celebration"
drew about 200 people and
included a handgun raffle. patri-

onc music and screening of gun
safety videos Some gun owners
canied old-fashioned s x -shooters in leather holsters, while
others packed modern policestyle firearms Kentucky allows
residents to openly carry guns in
public with some restrictions.
Along with leaving his
church, Pagano resigned tus credenuals as
miruster in the
Assemblies
God,
of
a
Pentecostal
denomination,
while retaining his role as a
chaplain for Louisville Metro
Police.
"It's time for a change and
doing something different. trying to get involved more in
Second Amendrnent nghts as
they affect the church," he said.
Pagano is now working parttime as an instructor at
Bluegrass Indoor Range and
working with New York Rabbi
Gary Moskowitz in the coalition.
Moskowitz said he contacted
Pagano after the "Open Carry
Celebration" and the two
planned to lead a tour to Israel
next year to learn from their
secunty forces.
"I support hini 1,000 percent
in everything
he
does."
Moskowitz said.
Information
from:
The
Courier -Journal,
http://wv.w.courier-journaLcom

Taliban suicide attack kills 17 in Afghan capital

Ily RAMON FAIEZ
Associated Press Writer
KAF1UL(AP)-- A suicide car
bomber detonated his vehicle
outside the Indian Embassy in
the bustling center of the
Afghan capital Thurs.day, killing
17 people in the second major
attack in the city in less than a
month. The Afghan Foreign
Ministry hinted at Pakistani
charge
11014Angalt -

""'"'Ttite'blitSt *curled a day after
the war entered its ninth year
and as President Barack Obama
was deliberating a request by the
top conunander Gen. Stanley
McChrystal for up to 40,000
more troops. Opponents of a
troop increase want to shift
focus to missile strikes and special operations against al-Qaidalinked groups in Pakistan.
The Taliban claimed responsibility for the attack - the second against the Indian Embassy
in the past two years - and
specified that the Indians were
the target.
In New Delhi, India's Foreign
Secretary Nirupama Rao said
the driver of the sport utility
vehicle "came up to the outer
perimeter wall of the embassy in
a car loaded with explosives."
Three
Indian
paramilitary
guards were wounded by shrapnel, Rao said.
Rao did not say who the
Indians believed was responsible for the attack, which
occurred about 8:30 a.m. along a
commercial street that is also

home to the huenor Ministry.
Howt vet, the Afghan Foleign
Ministry said the Thursday
attack "was plumed and implemented from outside of Afghan
borders" by the same groups
responsible for the July 2008
suicide bombing at the Indian
Embassy that killed more than
60 people.
The _ministry statement. made
no notation 'of Paifiltan.
Hcnvever, the Afghan gavelsmem blamed Pakialan's InterServices Intelligence for the
2008 bombing at the Indian
Embassy as well as involvement
in a string of attacks in the countrYU.S. officials suspected the
2008 embassy bombing and
other high profile attacks were
carried out by followers of
Jalaluddin Haqqani, a longtime
Afghan triilitant leader whose
forces are battling U.S. forces in
eastern Afghanistan from sanctuanes in the border area of
Pakistan. At U.S. urging, the
Pakistani military says it's planning an offensive against
extremists in the border area.
In Islamabad, Pakistan's
Foreign Ministry spokesman.
Abdul
Basit,
condemned
Thursday's bombing.
''Whenever terrorist activity.
occurs it should strengthen our
resolve to eradicate and eliminate this menace." he said. Basit
called allegations of a Pakistani
role in the Kabul lximbing "preposterous."
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The Taliban did not say why it the blast.
targeted the Lndian Embassy'.
The Indian news channel
India and Pakistan, archrivals CNN-1BN cited Jayant
Frasad,
since the 1947 partition of the India's ambassador in
Kabul, as
Indian subcontinent, ere com- saying the blast caused
"eatenpeting
for
influence
in sive damage to the chancery"
Afghanistan among nval ethnic He said the bomb wa.s
so powergroups. India maintains close ful that it blew off some
of the
ties with the Tajik corrummity, embassy's doors and windows
.
and Pakistan with the Pashtuns.
The explosion also damaged a
who form the majority of the line of shops between
the
'''''',71inottssy and the Inierlor
Thunday's Nall was thissb&Osessieasistry, shattering glass
and
liest attadk in Kabul since Sept. rattling buildings
more than a
17, when a suicide bomber mile (kilometer) away.
A huge
killed 16 people, including six brown plume of smoke
was visItalian soldiers and i0 Afg,ban ibIe in the air as ambulan
ces
ctvilians, on a road in the cente. raced to the scene and
earned
of the capital.
away the wounded.
Tbe Interior Ministry said 15
A European police officer
civilians and two Afghan police assigned as an adviser
to the
officers
were
killed
in Interior Ministry and an Afghan
Thursday's blast. At least 76 interpreter were slightly
woundpeople were wounded, the min- ed by flying glass,
training
istry said. President Harnid spokesrrum Andrea Angeli
said.
Karzai, the U.S. Embassy and
A 21-year-old Afghan man,
the United Nations mission all who gave his name only,
as
condemned the attack.
Najibullah, said he had just
After month.s of relative calm, opened his shop when the
explothe Afghan capital has been sion went off, knockin
g him
shaken recently by an increasing unconscious. When he
awoke,
number of suicide attacks and he said, he couldn't see
anything
roadside bombings that began in because of dust and debris.
the run-up to the country's dis"Dust was everywhere. People
puted Aug. 20 election. The were shouting," Najibull
ah said.
attacks usually. target interna- "You couldn't see their
faces
tional military forces or govern- because there was
so much
ment installations, but Afghan dust."
businesses and civilians are also
His white clothes were covoften killed or injured.
ered in blood after helping load
Police se-aled off the area after four injured onto ambulan
ces. •
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Students for Life will host
annual Life Chain Friday

Jo's
Datebook
By Jo Burkeen
Community
Editor

Murray State Students for Life will
bust
the annual Life Chain event t•n riday
at 3:45
p.m. in the parking lot between
St. Leo
Catholic Church and Pocket's Gas
Station on
North 12th Street, Murray. A Life
t'hain
involves a group of pre-llfe individuals
witnessing their messa,ge about life to their
community.
Participants will be holding prof-life
signs
on the sIdewaLks of the street so that
they art
sisible to the traffk. Participants are
encouraged to meditate, pray, focus, etc. on
the reasons why they are a part of the pro-life
movement. For more information call
270-8727818 or 812-449-7846.
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Homemakers plan Annual Day

Photo provided

SPECIAL PROGRAM: Martha Parker, lett, presented a program about the mission trip she and her two sons, Steve
and
Matthew, took with Across Ministry to Poland in July. at
the
September meeting of the Sharon Wells Group of Woman
's
Missionary Union of First Baptist Church. Pictured right is
Ann
Carr, who introduced Parker. Across Ministry is led by
Tom
and Beata Baker, now residing in Murray.

Lyons will
be honored
for birthday

Westbrook and Hartman
William Westbrook and Tracy Riester of
Mun-ay announce
the engagement of their daughter, Carla
Jo Westbrook, to
Bradley Aaron Hartman. son of Donald and
Judy Hartman of
Hazel.
Miss Westbrook is the granddaughter of
Betty Sneed and
the late Paul Riester of Washington, Ind.,
and the late Carlos
and Stella Westbrook.
Mr. Hartman is the grandson of Go!die
Mitchell and the
late Perry Mitchell of Grand Haven, Mich.,
and the late Donald L. and Margret Hartman.
The bnde-elect is a 2005 graduate of Murray
State University.
The groom elect is a 1989 graduate of Fruita
Monument
High School. Fruita, Colo.
The wedding will be Saturday, Oct. 17, 2009.
at 4 p.m. at
the Murray Woman's Club house, 702 Vine
St., Murray.
All relatives and friends are invited.

Mrs. Agnes Lyons of Murray
will be honored at a party in celebration of her 80th birthday on
Sunday from1:30 to 3:3 p.m. in
the multipurpose room of
Glendale Road Church of
Christ, Murray.
This event is being hosted by
her four daughters, Shirley
Blackburn,
Donna
Boyd,
Connie Evans and Bennie
Davis.
All relatives and fnends are
invited. The family requests that
guests not bnng gifts.

Calloway County Homemakers will have their
County Annual
Day on Fnday at First United Nlethodist Church buildin
g large gym.
Registration begins at 9 a.m. and the program will
start at 10 a.m.
Registrants can view the cultural arts entries as
they enter. Awards
will be presented. Each homemaker association
member is encouraged to attend. Registration is $10. Lunch and enterta
rtunent will be
provided. For more information call the
Calloway County
Extension office at 753-1452.

Lodge breakfast on Saturday

Murray Lodge No. 105 of Free and Accepted
Masons will host
its semi-annual breakfast on Saturday starting at
5:30 a.rn. at the
lodge hall on Ky. 12 i North at Robertson Road North.
Murray. The
public is urged to attend.

Lions Club plans event

Members of Murray Lions Club will be in front
of local businesses on Friday and Saturday handing out candy
and will have yellow containers for donations for their sight program.

4-H Entomology meeting Saturday

Entomology Exploration will meet Saturday at
9 a.m. at the
Mikulick Tree Farm with David Mikulcik as leader and
teacher. All
interested youth and families are welcome. Person
s must call the
Mikulcik residence or the Extension office to
register prior to
Saturday.

Writer's Potpourri changes date

Because of the Murray State University Homecoming
Parade on
Saturday, Writer's Potpourri has changed its
meeting date to
Saturday, Oct. 17, at 9:30 a.m. at the Calloway
County Public
Library.

Angel Alert issued
An Angel Alert for one set of bunk beds with mattres
ses is needed for a family with three children. Anyone having
these to donate
call the Calloway County Family Resource Center
at 762-7333.

AVMs 1-9008

Knitters and Wannabees meeting

ire

Knitters and Wannabees will meet Friday at I
p.m. in the community room of Calloway County Public Library
. All knitters are
welcome. Bring your own project or the group
can help you get
started on one. Also the group will knit hats
and scarves for the
Santa Project. Join the group for an hour or two
of fun and fnendship. For more information call Dot at 753-48
03.

COMM!1311111121AKFAST
Sat., Oct. 10th, starting at 5:30 a.m.
EVERYONE IS INVITED

Cost $8.00 Per Person
Legation 121 North & Jekany Rebertsen Rd.

Knitting Group will meet

Knitting Group (Prayer Shawls) will meet Friday
at 9 a.m. at
First United Methodist Church. Those attendi
ng knit or crochet
shawls. The group has given 20 shawls to Hospic
e for the patients
and also to homebound persons. All interested
women are invited.
For information call the church at 753-3812.

Homecoming 2009

Shrine Bingo on Friday

Murray Shrine Club Bingo will be Friday at 6:30
p.m. at the club
building on Ky. 121 North. Murray. The public
is invited.

Memorial Baptist Church
Photo prowde

Sunday, October 11
Speaker: Dr. James Simmons
Music by Jeff Prater & Martin Severns
5snis.c...Sthethale
Mini concert of music
Worship Hour
Potluck meal in fellowship hall

10:30 a.m.
WOO a.m.
12:15 p.m.

(Only one service that day!)
Please join us for a time of worship &fellowship!

STUDENTS OF MONTH: Calloway Count
y Middle School
has selected the seventh grade "Students of
the Month" for
September. They are from left, Adam Castro.
Katarina Owen
and Alan Dickenson. Adrianna Burkhart is
not pictured but
also received the award. The teachers select
ed these students for their outstanding character and for
their dedication
to the success of the school

Fundraiser is scheduled
A Cookie Dough Fundraiser meeting for the
Calloway County
High School Boys Basketball teams will be Tuesda
y. Oct. 13. at
5:40 p.m. in the media center of the high
school. All naiddle and
high school parents and athletes are urged to attend.
There will be a
short backboard club meeting immediately followi
ng the fundraiser
meeting.

MK PA
MC
4qT*JEWRILARS
Stop by and meet the new team.

Larry, Patsy, Meillan, Wilda and Marvin
NOW
OPEN

SAIIIRDAY1

4042
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107 S. 4th Street, Murray • 270-753-9959
Mon.-Fri. 9 a.m.-5 p.m., Sat. 9 a.m.-3 p m. • Closed
Sunday

Picture(
Montgo

Reformers' group will meet

Reformers' Unimimous. a faith based addictions
program, will
meet every Friday from 7 to 9 p.m. at Eastwood Baptist
Church. The
public is invited. Child care is provided. For more informa
tion or for
a ride call the church office at 753-1834.

Bikers Toy Run on Saturday

The 19th annual Toy Run by Western District "7
and Bikers of
Calloway County will start Saturday at 1 p.m.
at Murray Wal-Mart.
The cost will be one new toy or a $10 donation.
Featured will be
door prizes, raffles, Half-and-Half, and CMS Bike
Blessing. There
will be food and a bike show at the end of the
mn. For more information call Edna Bartlett at 753-5476.

VFW Post will meet tonight

Post 6291 of Veterans of Foreign Wars will meet
tonight
(Thursday) at 7 p.m. at the National Guard Armory
, Ky. 121 North.
For more information contact James Daniels. comma
nder at 753°049. All members are urged to attend.

Football Team to honor faculty and staff

flnouncerneril
Issac
Christopher
Drake
Chasteen

Calloway County High School Football Team
will honor all
Calloway County' Faculty and staff at the home
football game with
Lone Oak on Friday. All faculty and staff are invited
. There will be
a drawing for prizes for Calloway Faculty and
Staff and a refreshment table will be available.
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Lodge 728 to host party

Woodmen of the world Lodge 728 will host
the Main Street
Youth Halloween party on Saturday from I
to 4 p.m. All members
that can help need to be at the Main Street youth
Center at 12 noon.

4-H Homeschool Club to meet

The 4-H Homeschool Club will meet Friday
2:30 p.m. at the
Devon Procter and Sean Callow
ay County Extension Office. Leaders are Ruthie
Chasteen of Murray are the parHenson and
Christy Colson.
ents of a son, Issac Christopher
Drake Chasteen. born on
Murray Art Guild plans event
Wednesday, Sept. 23, 2009. at
Murray Art Guild will have an Inkle Band
Weaving Workshop on
8:20 p.m. at Murray-Calloway
Saturday from 9 a.m. to 2 p.m. at the guild
at 500 North 4th St..
County Hospital.
Murray. with Eileen Wirsig and Mary Cates
as instructors. The cost
The baby weighed 6 pounds
will be $30 for guild members and $40
9 ounces and measured 20 inchfor non-members.
Participants can leam the skills and techniq
ues for inkle band weaves. A sister is Draya Lynn.
ing in a fun filled moming at the guild. This
weaving creates narrow
Grandparents are Keith
woven bands (usually no wider than 4")
often used for belts, bag
Procter of Hardin, Debbie straps
and guitar straps. All materials will be provide
d. Enrollment
Chance of Houston, Texas, and is limited
. For more inforniation go to murrayartguild
.org or teleAmy and Jon Chasteen of phone 753-40
59.
Richmond.
Great-grandparents are Joyce
CFS Bank team plans rebate
Kessner of Berea. Pauline
CFS Bank Relay for Life Team will have
a rebate night today.
Procter of Benton, and Pat
(Thursday)from 5 p.m. to midnight at
Nick's.
Hanak of Brazona, Texas.
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Annual Bull Blowout coming
to Murray State's Expo Center

Murray State University will
host its annual Bull Blowout
Oct. 16-17. The doors will open
. at 6 p.m. with starting time ot
p.m. Tickets are SI 2, adults;
$10, MSU students. and S5.
...chilcL-en age 12 and under.
•• The main event features are
bull riding arid barrel racing. A
calf scramble for children up to
age 10 and mutton busting for

age six and under will also be
held. All contestants under the
age of 18 must have their parents' or guardians' permission to
participate.
Entry fees for participants are
S50 for bull nding and S25 for
barrel racing. The bull riding
payback will bc in four holes,
with an additional S500 each
night. There will be a 100 per-

Lent pay hack in barrel racing, .1,
well as S50 added each night.
Books open for contestants to
sign up at 2 p.m. Oct. 12.
Parsons & Milam Rough
Stock
Contractors
and
Promoters out of Buchanan.
Tenn., is the event's sponsor. For
ticket information, contact the
Expo Center at (270) 809-31 25.
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FORESTRY FIELD DAY: Calloway County 4-H
Youth competed in the Regional Forestry Field
Day and placed first overall, second Overall, fitth
overall and 10th overall. Youth teamed to
identity trees, use a compass and use a Blitmor
e stick for measunng lumber and board feet.
The UK Forestry Department put the contest togethe
r with the help of Fnends of LBL, and the
US Forestry Department. Pictured, from left. Enk
Mikulcik placed first, Ernily Duncan placed
second, Joza Mikulcik placed fifth and Emily Wilson
placed 10th.
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Pictured, from left, are WKCTC President Barbar
a Veazey, Jim Marvin, Karen Marvin, Gerry
Montgomery and Dr. Wally Montgomery at the
Gala Scholarship Auction.

Gala Scholarship Auction
raises more than $150,000
PADUCAH, Ky. -- The 2009
Gala Scholarship Auction raised
a record $150,000 for the scholarship
program
at West
Kentucky
Community
tic
Technical College on Tuesday.
More than 350 guests attended
• the event held at Harrah's Hotel
and Conference Center in
Metropolis. The most significant donations of the evening
included two $30,000 donations
for endowment funding.
Paducah residents Jim and
Karen Marvin donated $30,000
• to their existing scholarship
endowment.
The Marvin
Family Endowment funds
scholarships for UniveNity of
Kentuck.y
College
of
" Engineering students from
Graves and McCracken counties
enrolled at WKCTC.
The
Marvins were pleased to provide
additional funding for this
important endowment. "It gives
Karen and me great pleasure to
assist students who otherwise
might not be able to attend col' lege," said Mr. Marvin. The
Marvins will receive $7.500 in
matching funds toward their
endowment from an anonymous
friend of the college.
Dr. Wally and Mrs. Gerry
Montgomery also made a
• $30,000 contribution during the
• Gala Scholarship Auction. This
contribution will be used to fund
a new endowment for students
in the college's allied health programs. The Montgomerys view
these academic programs as
essential to the community's
health and well being. Dr.

a

Montgomery. member of the
Paducah Junior College, Inc.
Board of Trustees and a retired
surgeon, was instrumental in
establishing the surgical technology pmgram at the college.
"We have been very blessed by
this community' and wanted to
give something back," said Mrs.
Montgomery.
The
41oritgornetys will also receive
$7,500 in matching funds
toward their endowment from
an anonymous friend of the college.
"The evening was so inspirational and moving," said
WKCTC Barbara Veazey. "The
college has so many dedicated
patrons, like the Marvins and

vi

Menopause occurs after age 40 as o womon's
body goes through
important natural changes, most notably the end
of her reproductive
period.

Murray Woman's Clinic is equIpped to help women
progress through menopause. odoptna your
lifestyle to enese changes and cxescribing ony
Ma: prescriptions necessery.

O

If needed, we con offer services such as
mma- :
hormone replacement therapy to help you
the Montgomerys, who support
deal with early menopause ond symptoms
the auction regardless of current
associated with ity.
economic circumstances. It is
truly remarkable."
The gala was organized by 0 Just because it's normal doesn
't
Paducah Junior College. Inc..
mean we can't help.
the foundation of WKCTC. The
live auction was conducted by
Whim E:cporience Counts,
local businessmen John D.
Count on our tifetims of Evistience
Williams and Louis Michelson.
I
BBQ Champion Dale Perry,'
urral.
along with Chris Black and
Larry Stovesand assisted as
ornan 's
305 5 tle. Stf•tet•lotenzy IN 41P071
audience spotters. New to the
link0
P70.753 9300
auction was the addition of the
IIII
wt.. rnurraywornonscluvc corn
Get Together Gals: Robyn
Shapiro. Laura Thornton and
Mary Thorsby. The fabulous
gals worked the crowd to
increase bids and add some fun.
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SATURDAY & SUNDAY
UNTIL 10:30.km

Now is the time to buy...

ZERO DOWN PROGRAM,
ZERO OUT OF POCKET!
• 100.7. Home Purchases
• Rates Still Low!• Competitive Rates
• Not So Perfect Credit

• Certain Restrictions Apply
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BEAT the deadline:
tip IO $8,000 Government Tux Creditfor
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Call Richard Reed for free pre-approval!
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Homecoming Kicks Off
at 'The Vig Apple Cafe with

CLARENCE DOBBINS REVUE
Thursday, October 8th, 2009
Show starts at 9:00 p.m.•$5 Cover Charge
mus,be 21 or older

NOW SERVING A WIDE VARIETY OF MICROBREW ON TAP
AND IN BOTTLES!
— Come Check Out Our Octoberfest
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ARTS & ENTERTAINMENT
111111111111/11111NRIMIEW Alt
Murray State students to perform Chekhov's
'Three Sisters' during Homecoming weekend

-4imaimimmins
Coming MAG
workshops

Special to the Ledger
persist in the search for meaning, purpose and
it
Murray State University's Department of
better life.
Theatre opens the season with Anton Chekhov's
The Production starts tonight (Thursday)
"Three Sisters." Considered to be among the most
at
poignant plays ever wntten, -Three Sisters" tells 7:30 p.m. and plays through Sunday. in Robert E.
the story of a Russian family in a provincial town Johnson Theatre. Evening shows at at 7:30 and
who long to go to Moscow, the syrnbol of hope Sunday's matinee is 2:30 p.m. Ticket prices are
and fulfilled dreams. Their tragicomic journey SIO for adults, S8 for AARP and MSU
faculty and
takes them through a father's death. a duel spurred staff. Students get
in free with valid ID. For ticket
by a love triangle, and a devastating fire as they reservati
ons, call the theatre office at 809-4421.

Dr. Henry Jekyll unwittingly
unleashes his own dark side,
wreaking havoc in the streets of
late 19th century London as the
savage. maniacal Edward Hyde
Lisa Cope is directing the
show and has been very pleased
with the calibei of talent of the
cast. She commented that
although it is a somewhat small
cast for a musical production,
every single casts member bnngs
a wealth of ability to the show.
"These are not easy chalacters to
play' and everyone has risen to
the challenge of making this a
truly fantastic show," she said.
Cope states that, although the
show deals with dark subject
matter, there are some lighterhearted moments as well. "I
think everyone is aware that this
is a pretty dark tale and most of
the acting and music reflects
that; however, there are a couple
of surprises that we think the
audience will enjoy!"
Jacob Hein takes on the lead
role of Henry Jekyll/Edward
Hyde. Hein is the choral teacher
at Graves County High School.
The cast also has several Murray

Arts in the ReIMO

1

1

• Clarence Dobbins Revue 7:3Q, lam. Friday. For tickets,
will olay tonight (Thursday) ai c.a.11 270)
,
, 450-4444 or visit
Me Big Apple Cafe. There will mew,
.
nter.org.
be a special Tuesday night
show featuring The Usual, a
• The Trigg County Country
Wednesday show with Guenlia Ham Festival will take place in
Poetry aria Read. Listen. Play
downtown
Cadiz
Friday,
and Jennifer Fox and the Saturday and Sunday.
Pillowfighters will play next
Thursday, Oct. 15. Music starts
• Draffenville's Kentucky
at 9 p.m. There is a ccver Opry will present Janie
Jett
charge and weekend shows are Mason and Jerry at 8 p.m.
limited to ages 21 and older.
Saturday. For tickets, call (270)
527-3889 or 1-888-459-8704.
• Murray State University's
Cinema International series
• A Wind Ensemble CCHICert
presents the 2005 documen- will take place at 8 p.m.
tary, "Enron: The Smartest Tuesday, Oct. 13 in Lovett
Guys in the Room," at 7:30 p.m. Auditorium.
tonight (Thursday), Friday and
Saturday in the Curns Center
• The 1986 animated Don
Theater The 1959 Japanese Bluth movie. "An America
n
war drama, "Fire on the Plain" Tale," will play at 7 p.m.
will play at the same times Oct. Tuesday at the Curtis Center
16,17 and 18.
Theater as part of the studentrun Tinsettown Tuesdays film
• The Maiden Alley Cinema series.
in downtown Paducah will present "Adam" Friday. Saturday
• "Moliere Than Thou," a
and Sunday and the 2000 one-man play presented
by
Coen Brothers cult favonte. "0 MSU's departments of Modem
Brother, Where Art Thou?" at Languages, Theatre and
Music,
6:30 p.m. Monday as part of will be at 7 p.m. Thursday, Oct
the "Faith in Film" series. For 15.
more details, visit www.maidenalleycinema.org
To add an event to the arts
calendar, contact Hawkins
• Paducah's Carson Center Teague at
753-1916 or
presents "Celtic Woman" at hteague@murravtadger rom

Personal
Finance
Company

Special to tt)e Ledger
On Tuesday. The Peter Moon
Band from Nashville will be
performing live at Nick's
Fanuly Sports Pub, beginning at
8:30 p.in. Singer/songwriter
Peter Moon, drummer Jon
Bartolotta and bassist John
Scudder are working hard to
reach fans from every walk of
life. During recent years, they•'ve
built a reputation as a great live
act at clubs, colleges and casinos. They have opened for
Grammy-winning pop stars and
outlaw-country' legends. They
have forged a classic yet contemporary rock and roll sound
that is winning over music audiences throughout the Southeast
and beyond. Their sound has
been described by Dave Bartley'
of WKXD FM as "Train, Tom
Petty and Sublime road-trippin'
with the Dalai Lama - Otis
Redding is driving the bus!"
Peter's show is high energy, and
they take great pride in performing their brilliant original material for fans both old and new.
The show is open to ages 18 and
up and a valid I.D. is required.
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Moon to
play in
Murray

$1,000

$3,000
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Kitterman to read at Eagle Gallery

1/01 St. Rt. 121 N.
Suite B
Murray, KY 42071
(270)767-0382

$2,000
L for just $89.30
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State
University
students:
Samantha
Walters, Kagan
Photo proinded
Walker, Alex Norrnansell, Ernily
BAZAN CONCERT: Tickets are still on sale tor Saturday's David Beam show
Hensel,
Emily
Merrick, tr Lovett Auditorium. Bazan was the
front man fo, Pedro the Lion and
Elizabeth Powell, Justus Wright, released his first solc album,
^Curse Your Branches," in September. The C.C4-iSamantha Doran, and Rodney cert. wili be at 7 p.m. and is part of the Lovett Live
Onstage senes. For tickets,
Mills. Completing the cast is all 809-5577 or visit www.ticketmastercom.
Kellie Wilferd, Roy Hensel.
Jonathan Raj, Aaron Ennis, Jr.,
Brian O'Neill, Jeff Miller,
Stephen Keene and Phoebe
Shown.
The show is not recommend- Special to the Ledger
Tennessee Arts Conunission. His novel, "The
ed for young children due to the
The public is invited to attend a reading from Baker's Boy," was publishe
d in May 2008. He
subject matter.
author Barry K:tterman at Murray State lives with his wife, Jill Eichhom
, and their two
University's Clara M. Eagle Art Gallery at 7:30 children, Teddy and Hannah, in
Clarksville, Tenn.
p.m. Thursday. Oct. 22. The gallery is located on
the sixth floor of the Doyle Fine Arts Building.
Kitterman grew up in California's San Joaquin
Valley, and received an AB (English) from the
university of California at Berkeley. After two
years in the Peace Corps (Belize) in the rrud1970s, he completed the MFA program at the
University of Montana in 1981. He has taught
writing and literature at IU East, Miami
University of Ohio, and at two universities in the
, People's Republic of China, Nankai and Qingdao.
In 1989 and 1990, he was Hudson Walker fellow at the Fine Arts Work Center in
Provincetown, Mass. Since 1994, he has taught at
Austin Peay State University in Clarksville, Tenn.,
where he currently coordinates the creative wnting program and the visiting writers series. He has
published short fiction and nonfiction in The
Carolina Quarterly, The Chariton Review,
Turnstile, Flyway and elsewhere. He is the fiction
editor for Zone 3 Magazine (APSU) and is iss
associate editor of The Green Hills Literiry
Lantern (Truman State University). In 2001, he
received an individual artist's grant from the
Berry Kinsman
Peter Moon

Check Out These
Great Deals!
Sherene l'aghoutlarn
Manager

D!LLAR

Instructors Eileen Wirsig and.
Mary Cates will teach "Inkle
Band Weaving" Saturday from 9 .
a.m. to 2 p.m. The fee is $30 for'
guild members and 540 for non- .
members. Learn the skills and
techniques for mile band weaving in a fun filled morning at the
Guild. Mile loom weaving creates narrow woven bands (usually no wider than four inches)
often used for belts, bag straps
and guitar straps. All matenals
provided. Enrollment limited.
Instructor Stacey Reason will
teach
"Pinhole
Camera
Workshop" on Saturday, Oct.
17. The fee is S50 for guild
members and S75 for non-members. Build your own pinhole
camera out of recycled containers and then learn how to use
them and develop prints in the
darkroom. Youth and Adult. For
more information, visit murra- •
yartguild.org or call 753-4059.

lekyl & Hyde' to premiere
next week at Playhouse
Special to the Ledger
If you're looking for a way to
enjoy this season of cooler days
and spooky nights, Playhouse in
the Park has the answer for you.
"Jekyll & Hyde: The Musical"
opens at the theatre on Friday.
Oct. 16. and runs for three weekends, through Nov. 1. Friday and
Saturday shows are at 7 p.m. and
Sunday matinees are at 2:30
p.m. Tickets are available on the
theatre's Web site, playhouseinthepark.net, or by calling the
box office at 759-1752.
Called "pure pulse-pounding
theatre". "Jekyll & Hyde: The
Musical" attracted legions of
loyal fans called "Jekkies" even
before the show began its
smash-hit Broadway run. An
evocative tale of the epic battle
between good and evil, "Jekyll
& Hyde: The Musical" is based
on Robert Louis Stevenson's
classic story about a brilliant
doctor whose experiments with
human personality create a murderous counterpart. Convinced
the cure for his father's mental
illness lies in the separation of
Man's evil nature from his good,

WWI

Saturday, October 10th
at 9:30 a.m.
Please call Edwin Richerson at 762-1712
for more information.
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matt
McReynolds
employs
his
sand
wedge
on No. 18 at
Bowling Green
Country Club
Wednesday
afternoon.
McReynolds
and Calloway
County made
the final-round
cut and finished
10th
overall.

PRI P FOOTBALL

KHSAA to
announce
brawl
decision
MCKEEL:
PLAYERS' FROM
BOTH SCHOOLS
WILL BE
SUSPENDED

KHSAA STATE GOLF CHAMPIONSHIPS

Lakers bring home top 10 finish
CALLOINAY
MAKES FINALROUND CUT;
POSTS 323
By TOMMY DILLARD
Sports Writer
BOWLING GREEN, Ky. —
By the time Calloway Cotuny's
golfers staggered to the green on
hole No. 9 at Bowling Green
Country' Club late Wednesday
afternoon, fatigue was written on
the Lakers' faces.
Thanks to a nearly five-hour
rain delay that caused Tuesday's

NOMA RIM ClaN Tourney
Laadarbterd
Town Ilnkehees
(tog 12 of 24 made flnal coil
1 Lou St Xavier
300 306
2 Lex Crewman
302 305
3 Lex Henry Clay
313 311
4 Elizabethtown
312315
5 Greenup Co
321312
6 West Jessamine
320 318
7 Greenwood
323 318
S. St. Nary
32332i
9 Russeitveki
319 330
10. Cellowiry Co.
329 323
11 Ryle
332 324
12 Gorton
329

606
607
624
627
633
638
641
644
649
692
656
657

first round to overflow into
Wednesday, Calloway had played
nearly 30 holes of golf in one day.
But though they may have
been tired, the Leiter five wouldn't have had it any other way.

The extra
holes
meant would not normally have gotten
Calloway made the final-round them into the final round.
cut Wednesday morning, finishing
But a course that played excepin a tie for ninth out of 24 tearns tionally difficult due
to heavy satand becoming the first squad to uration from Tuesday's
rainstorms
make the cut at a state tournament kept the scores high
across the
in coach Steve Smith's tenure.
board.
"I'm tickled to death that we
Chasten Howard was the only
made the cut," Smith said after Laker to shoot below
80 in the
watching hi:: team shoot 323 over first round, coming in at
79. which
the final 18 holes to finish as the would have been good
enough to
No. 10 team in the state.
make the final-round cut as an
"We had three goals coming in individual.
here — first was to get here, secCalloway fared better in the
ond was to make the cut and third final round, lowerin
g its [earn
was to put ourselves in position to score by six strokes
as Hunter
win. We accomplished two of Garrison turned in a
team-leading
those three."
78 and Brock Simmons followed
The Lakers shot 329 as a team
II See GOLF, 28
over the first 18 holes, a score that

FRIDAY NIGHT LIGHTS PREP PREVIEW

WEEK 7
SCOREBOARD
Lone Oak at
Calloway Co.

Taking the next step

Daviess Co. at
Marshall Co.
Ballard Memorial at
Mayfield
Henderson Co. at
Graves Co.
Paducah Tilghman at
Union Co.

By TOMMY MUM
Sports Writer
',Calloway County football
clich Josh McKeel confirmed
TI)ursday morning KHSAA
will suspend players from both
tetms for their roles in Friday
nithes on-field fight at Fulton
C6unty.

Heath at
Caldwell Co.
Trigg Co. at
Reidland
Webster Co at

releate
Hopkins Co. Central
mg at 11:00
this morning
4 with
further
details,
McKee! said..
The relase will
include statements from both schools.
Coaches had been instructed
n6t to comment on the situation
CIASS 1A, DisiRicr 1
until KHSAA makes its official
Mayfield
2-0
7-0
stetement.
Crittenden Co. 1-0
6-0
! The state's governing body
Ballard Mem. 1-1
1-5
over high school athletics will
Fulton Co.
0-1
0-7
atso release video of the inciFulton City
0-2
1-6
dent at that time, McKeel said.
RICKY MARTIN / Ledger & 'nines
Calloway County coach Josh McKeel (left) talks to his
team atter last week's game at Fulton County was stoppe
: "They're going to make it
d
In
the
fourth quarter. The Laker* will attempt to put the past behind
open to the public and the
them this week as they tackle Class 4A's third-ranked CLASS 2A, Disnucr 1
murray
2-0
7-0
rrgedia, which I think is out- team, Lone Oak, In the district opener tor both squads.
Heath
1 -0
3-3
stjinding so people can see the
Trigg Co
1-1
trlith," McKeel said.
2-4
Caldwell Co
0-1
2-4
The Associated Press reportBy TOMMY DILLARD
Reidland
ed Wednesday that Fulton
0-2
3-3
Lone Oak's success begins offense we•ve ever broken down
Sports Writer
Friday
Cpunty suspended head coach
with
senior
quarterback
tape," says Calloway coach CLASS
Jack Haskins is either a good
3A, DISTRICT 1
James Bridges at the recomLone Oak at Calloway Co. Cameron Looper. who began on
Josh McKeel, whose squad will Pad. Tilghma
mendation of the school princi- actor or his Lone Oak team has
n 1-0
When. 7 30 p m
3-4
fall practice locked in a battle host the Flash Friday night in the
Where- Jack D Rose Stadium
surprised even its coach with a
McLean Co.
pal.
1-0
2-4
for
the
starting
job
with
a
sophdistrict opener for both teams.
MES Ch 15
Union Co.
: School
superintendent 7-0 start that has them ranked
0-0
3-3
Radio: WAAJ. 89 7 FM
omore.
"It's 40 percent run. 40 perRecords: Lone Oak 7-0 (0-0, 1-4A),
Charles Holliday told the No. 3 statewide in Class 4A by
0-2
0-7
Thought to be an unworthy cent pass and 20 percent screen Webster Co.
Cahoway
Co 3-4 (0-0, 1-4A)
Paducah Sun he couldn't dis- the Associated Press.
successor to a line of greats that plays. They evenly distribute the
l_est meeting: Lone Oek del Calloway
The Purple Flash didn't garCtISS personnel issues when
Cuss 4A, DISTRICT 1
Co 45-42 on Paducah izooei
began with Corey Robinson. football."
ner
much
preseaso
What
Calloway
press
n
and
asked why Bridges was susLone Oak
needs to win, The
0-0
7-0
who
the
set
national
record
for
Though it may be balanced,
Lakers will have to olay Mee best
were picked to finish second in
pended.
3-4
passing yardage in a season in Lone Oak's offense is no less Calloway Co. 0-0
offensive game ol the season to gel a
Assistant coach Deatrik the district behind Calloway
crucial distnct victory Lone Oak has
2-4
2007, Looper won the job anti gaudy than it has been in recent Hopkins Cent. 0-0
scored 50-plus in all but one of its
Kinney will serve as head County after losing electrifying
has steadily improved ever years. The Flash have scored
games Calloway has eclipsed 30 lust
coach for the remainder of the quarterback lamarielle Brown to
since.
once
more than 50 points in every Cuss SA, DisTRIcr 1
graduati
on.
season. the Sun reported.
Whet Lone Oak newts to win: This is
He's completed 64 percent of game with the exception of a I 7- Christian Co. 3-0
5-2
the first meeting between these two n
But Lone Oak quietly won its
Holliday said Fulton County
1-1
his passes and thrown for 1,509 7 win at Graves County in slop- Owensboro
4-2
recent years in which one team seems
will also forfeit its scheduled first three games, then put the
yards while rushing for 308 py field conditions two weeks Hopkinsville
to have a clear sdvantage over the
1-1
3-3
gpme on Friday with Cnttenden state on notice with a 52-49 other The Purple Flash need to set the
Mad. N. Hop. 0-1
through seven games.
3-3
ago.
tone
upset
earty
continue
and
of
tradition
lo
roll
County.
al power
Haskins'
Ohio Co.
Because Looper doesn't have
0-2
0-6
While
defense
will
the
'Age,
offense
key
continue
on
Tyrrell
s
Willis
The game was to serve as Lexington Catholic in Paducah
the arrn of Robinson or the legs to roll. Haskins may have the
on Sept. I I.
hemecoming for Crittenden.
myself." said Haskins, who for- of Brown. Haskins has set up a best defense he's fielded
during CLASS 6A, DisiRicr 1
Since then. Haskins' bunch merly served
• The fight began with 4:35
O'boro Apollo 3-0
as head coach at balanced offense that splits its his tenure at Lone Oak.
5-1
remaining in Friday's game in has continued to roll, beating the Calloway. "Some of these
Graves Co.
kids time between the run and pass
"The
2-0
Flash
4-2
are
surrend
enng
sixth-ra
nked squad in Class 2A. are just playing
Hickman when Calloway playabove their abil- almost directly down the mid- just 17.3 points per game, down Henderson Co. 2-0
4-2
er Hunter Seay's helmet was Green County, Friday night.
ity. I didn't see this coining at dle.
Muhienberg Co.1 -3
1-6
"I'm definitely surprised all."
ripped from his head.
"They're the most balanced
Daviess Co.
III See LAKERS, 2B
0-2
2-4
Fulton County's bench
Marshall Co. 0-3
0-7
cleared during the fight and referees ejected seven players,
five from Fulton County and
MLB PLAYOFFS: DODGERS 5. CARDINAL
S3
two from Calloway.
The case was then turned
over to KHSAA.
Calloway' center Caleb
Young suffered a concussion
CAN ST. LOUIS EVEN wasted a staggering number of pitch that had, in my opinion. We just
chances to help him cut.
during the altercation and will
didn't score enough runs for him.SERIES TONIGHT?
St. Louis stranded 14 runners in
be out for several weeks,
While both teams missed numerLos Angeles' 5-3 victory Wednesday ous opportun
McKeel said.
By GREG BEACHAM
ities in a game that set
night. repeatedly failing to come the division
Suspensions handed down
series record for total
AP Sports Writer
through
by KHSAA to Calloway are
against the Dodgers' six runners left on base by the
LOS ANGELES (AP) — Albert
sixth
expected to be effective for this
Pujol& spent his biggest moments of pitchers.
inning, St. Louis' failures were more
Friday's game against Lone
"We
definitel
y
had
our
opportun
i- untimely and more thoroughly disthe St. Louis Cardinals' playoff
opener with his bat sitting idly on his ties, and we couldn't take advantage tributed throughout the lineup.
of
The Ledger & Times will
them."
said Ryan Ludwick. who
shoulder. thanks to some canny manA different Cardinals player
post further information on its
left the bases loaded in the fourth ended each of
MARK J TERRILL / AP
aging by Joe Torre.
the first seven innings.
web site, Murrayledgercom, as Dodgers catcher Russell Martin celebrates
And with St. Louis ace Chris inning — right after hitting a drive all but once with runners on base. In
it is made available today.
that landed about an inch shy of dddition to Ludwick's failure.
atter St. Louis' Rick Ankiel struck out to Carpenter decidedl
Yadier
y off his game,
end Game 1 of the NLDS Wednesday.
Pujols and the rest of the Cardinals becoming an extra-base hit. "We've
CARDiNA
See
just got to keep battling. Carp didn't
LS, 28
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!AKERS READY TO PUT LAST WEEK IN PAST, TACKLE No. 3 LONE OAK

Punchless Cards can't cash in chances

t CM HOOPS

Calipari
ready to stop
talking, start
coaching

alu
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From Page 1B
closely behind at 79.
"Both those guys hit a lot
more greens in their second
round." Smith said. "They settled down and played. The guys
told me (Tuesday) night they
thought they. played timid. This
afternoon. they were able to go
tor it a little more."
Howard finished strong in
the final round, getting birdies
on two of his last three holes
despite suffenng
two-stroke
penalty on No. 17 for replacing
spike marks. On No. 17, he hit a
long iron shot to within four feet
from the pin.
On No. 16, he chipped in
from three feet out.
Howard was Calloway's top
finisher overall, shooting a combined 160.
"For such a big tournament,
it was the calmest I've ever
been. and I thank God for that,"
he said. "If you stay in the fairway, the course sets up good for
you. If you don't. it can catch up
to you. One missed fairway can
easily tum into a double bogey."
It did so often not only for
the Lakers, but for the rest of the
field as well.
"We kept a lot of balls short.
and other teams seemed to have
the same problem." Smith said.
"We missed a lot of greens. Our
strength has been chipping and
putting but the wet rough around
these greens made it difficult.
aThe big thing we've got to
work on for next year is our iron
play. If you can get on the green
from the 140 to 180-yard range,
you•re going to have a chance.
We didn't do that today."
Garrison and Sirnrnons each
shot 161 overall to tie for second
among the Laker contingent.
Garrison accomplished his goal
of bettering his score from a

W1U. GRAVES
AP Sports Writer
LOUISVILLE Ky. (AP) —
John Calipan came to Kentucky
to coach baskethall. It only seems
like he's running for covemor
In the six months since the
Wildcats lured him away from
Memphis — tnaking him the
highest paid coach in the country'
in live process — Calipari has
been named a Kentucky C'olonel.
a Mike of Hazard GI town in eastem Kentucky ). spent time in a
coal mine and been welcomed as
theicivior of college basketball's
atctime winningest program.
:::This seat that I'm in. I can
f*
.
lhe importance to this state,"
Cplijiari said Wednesday during
the::annual tip-off luncheon in
Lpinsville. "I respect that and
I-In:humbled by it."
he's not scared by it. If
iinktfling, he's embraced it.
:The coach who says he doestiave an e-mail address and
lack. a computer in his office is
edging toward I million followers on Twitter. He's got nearly
60.000 fans on Facebook and a
Web site that seems te contain a
new 'idea, promotion or blurb
every time you hit the refresh
button.
tiundreds of people camped
out for up to three days to get
tickets to Big Blue Madness. the
annual season kickoff at Rupp
Arena.
All this corrunotion. all this
attention and he hasn't coached a
game yet.
Ile knows things could tum
south quickly. He chided the
nearly 2,000 fans at Wednesday's
luncheon for embracing Tubby From Page 1B
Smith before essentially running Molina, Brendan Ryan, Mark
him off to Minnesota after the DeRosa and pinch-hitter Troy
2007 season.
Glaus each stranded two runners
"Two years later, you need apiece.
ma," he said.
Pujols, the NL leader in
• The truth, he added. was that homers and runs scored tn his
he needed Kentucky too.
latest MVP-caliber season, went
. He knows expectations az:e 0 for 3. He was walked intenhag,h after bringing in arguably tionally in the first and fourth
the best recruiting class aince innings by Torre, who chose to
Rick Pitino was routinely leading pitch to slugger Matt Holliday
the Wildcats to the Final Fcur in with multiple runners on base.
the 1990s.
Both times, the decision

.0"4C1CPNEMa .13'ACIP41111 ME/
ail
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TOMMY DILLARD
badger & Times
Calloway County's Chasten Howard watches his tee
shot on No. 3 Wednesday atternoon at Bowling Green
Country Club. Howard was Calloway's top finisher, shooting 160 over two rounds.

year ago, when he qualified as
an individual and played the
same Bowling Green course.
Garrison shot 83 in the first
round but shaved five strokes
off that number in the final
round.
"I just wanted to shoot in the
70s in a round," he said. "I think
the biggest thing for me was my
putting. I was able to get up and
down and sank several 8-foot
putts that helped my. score."
Simmons cut three strokes
off a first-round 82. Daniel
Harper and Matt McReynolds
rounded out the Laker contingent. Harper shot 85-85=170
while McReynolds posted 8986=175.
Louisville St. Xavier took the
team title, shooting 300 as a

team in the first round and 306
in the final round to finish at
606.
The individual title was to be
decided in a playoff this morning between St. Xavier's Justin
Thomas
Lexington
and
Chnstian's Hunter Stewart, both
of whom finished two-under.
As for Calloway, the future
looks bright. With no seniors on
the course Wednesday, the
L.akers were already hoping for
a return trip to Bowling Green
next fall.
"Ilte biggest thing these guys
got out of today was an extra 18
holes of experience on this
course by making the cut,"
Smith said. "Hopefully we can
get back next year and make a
run at it."

worked splendidly for the
Dodgers and their veteran manager, who claimed his strategy
was bom from fear.
"Albert is very special."
Torre said. "You see him every
single day. He jitst scares the
hell out of me. ... He's lethal.
and he's so calm about ‘.z, too.
That's what irritates the opposition."
Pujols received 44 intentional
walks in the regular season,
tWice as many as secood-place

Adrian Gonzalez of San Diego.
Few of those passes worked as
well as Torre's decisicns.
Holliday
energized
the
Cardinals when he arrived in a
midseason trade with Oakland,
but he struck out looking after
Puiols' first intentional pass with
the bases loaded end nobody
out. Moments later, Molina hit
into a double play.
"That was a chance to silence
the crowd. steal some momeatum, and it didn't work out,"
Ryan said. "We had a chance to
blow the game open."
Torre didn't hesitate to issue
Pujols* second walk. which
made him the go-ahead run in
the fourth.
Holliday then was hit by.
starter Randy. Wolf's last pitch to
load the bases — but right after
Ludwick's shot down the leftfield line curved foul by a sliver,
he grounded out against Jeff
Weaver.
"I wish that ball would have
been about an inch-and-a-half
further to the right, but that's
why. it's called a game of inches.** Ludwick said.
Pujols got his only chance to
hit with a runner on base in the
eighth. when Skip Schumaker
was on first. After Torre
replaced George Sherrill with
closer Jonathan Broxton, Pujols
worked the count, but grounded
out to third.
Such offensive woes have
been a looming possibility for
the Cardinals ever since they
scored three runs or fewer in 12
of their 17 games to close
September. Although St. Louis
headed into the playoffs with
four straight higher-scoring
games in October. the Cardinals
managed far too few timely hits
in Game I. All four of their
extra-base hits were doubles.
St. Louis' unimpressive finish to the regular season WaS
largely due to its offense, which
batted .276 in September.
Although Pujols finished strong.
few of his teammates were consistent going into the postseason.
The Cardinals also batted just
.234 against left-handed pitching this season, a factor in
Torre's decision to award the
series' first two starts to Wolf
and youngster Clayton Kershaw,
both lefties making their first
postseason starts.
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Despite vvhat
Biology Majors Believe,
the FASTEST land animal
IS the- RACER!
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DIVISION MBES
Ansarloen League
New Yost 1, latresesote 0
Wednesday, Oct 7
Nev. Yon• 7 Minnesota 2
Sedgy, Oct.9
Minnesota IBlecictsum i 1.11 ) st New
York Burnett 13-9) 07 p
Sunday. Oct. 11
New Vork (Plebes'
443) al Minnoadta
(Pavan° 14-12) TBA
Monday,Oct 12
s New York at Minnesota TBA
Wednelday, Oct. 14
s-Minnesota at New York TBA
Los Angeles ye. Boston
Thursday, Oci.
Botaon (Lester 15-8) al Loe 4P91044
(Lackey 11-8), 9 37 p m
Friday, Oct. 9
Boston (Beckett 17-81 at Los Angeles
(Weaver 18-81. 9 37 p m
Scandal, Oct. 11
Las Angeles Mayn't 10-9) al Boston
(Buchholz 7-4). TEA
Monday, Oct. 12

Notional League
Loa Angsies 1, St. tou4s 0
weeneeisey. oat. 7
Los Angelo 5 St Louts 3
Thursday, Oct
S1 Louis (Weinvinght 19-8) at Los
Angeles Mantle* 8-8). 8.07 p m
Saturday, Oct 10
Loe Angeles at S1 Louts {Presto 15,12). 8 07 p
Sunday, Oct 11
K.L.oe AnneWs at St Louts TBA
Tuesday, Oct. 13
4-St Louis al Loe Angeies TBA
Phesdelphia 1 Colorado 0
Wednesday, Oct. 7
PhitedseXise 5, Colorado 1
Thursday, Oct. 9
Colorado (Cook 11-6) at Philadelphia
(Nanette 10.11) 2 37 p m
Saturdey, Oct. 10
Philadelphia al Colorado. 9:37 p m
Sunday, Oct. 11
x-Phitedisiphie ai Colorer)°, TBA
Woodsy, Oct 13
x-Colorado al Phaadeiphia, TBA
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Lady Lakers push
Livingston to thre,e sets
MURRAY SOCCER
GAME CANCELED
fkalf Nsesit
Callowity County pushed
Second
Region
power
Livingston Central to three sets
before falling Tuesday night on
Senior
Night
at
Jeffrey
Gymnasium.
The Lady Lakers won the
first set, 25-21, then dropped the
final two, 25-14 and 25-20.
Allison Rogers led Calloway
with 13 points, 17 assists, six
kills and three aces. Leanne
Luther notched 12 points and
two assists while Maegan Lusk
added nine points and two
assists.

Lexie Watson had rune points
and three aces while Emily
McKnight scored nine points
and Brittnee Deitz scored seven
points, dished out four assists
and four kills.
Calloway fell to 5-22 on the
season
Livingston
while
improved to 24-7.
The Lady Lakers close out
the regular season tonight when
they host P.•ducah Tilghman at 7
p.m.
MRS-TVglanae gam
caeceled
Tonight's Murray-Paducah
Tilghman boys soccer garne has
been canceled due to illness
affecting the Tilghman squad.
The game will r.ot be made
up.

From Page 10
nearly a touchdown from last
season's average. The 2007
Lone Oak team surrendered
16.5. but did so against a much
weaker schedule.
For the past two seasons, the
Flash have struggled to gain
respect against a questionable
schedule.
But Haskins arnped up his
team's slate this year, and judging by the response of AP voters,
there doesn't seem to be any
doubts as to this squad's legitimacy.
"It isn't the most talented
team we've had, but it's just a
great team." Haskins said. "We
don't have a Robinson or a
Brown or a (Tyrrell) Willis out
there, but we have a team, and
that's more important than any
v idual."
Takie the anew
With his offense still struggling to produce due in part to
injuries on the offensive line,
McKeel knows the burden of
competing with Lone Oak falls
to his defense.
The Lakers held Fulton
County to eight points on less
than 100 yards of total offense
last week before the game was
called with 4:35 remaining due
to an on-the-field altercation.
Calloway fared particularly
well against the run, holding
Fulton's wishbone to just 24
yards on 26 carnes.
In last year's game at Lone
Oak, the Lakers engaged the
Flash in a shootout in which
they ultimately came out on the
short end of a 45-42 final.
McKee' knows that won't fly
this year.
"You look at what we've
done offensively this year and a
shootout is definitely not something we want to get into," he
said. "But we have to be realistic and know that we have to
score some points becatiae
they're going to score theirs."
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Murray Wing & Windows

270-

LO{ Angeles (Saunders •6 "
&salon ;Lester 15-81 TBA
Wednesoley, Oct 14
stiosion al Los Angsies TBA

Cliewisby experbassb
The Lakers attempted a number of different manners of scoring those points last week.
McKeel said he may have
tried more offensive combiaations at Fulton County than he
ever has before.
Willis started out at quarterback. then moved to the backfield after going 0-for-3 through
the air. 'The Lakers tried twin
backs with Willis and Austin
Hargrove, then moved Hunter
Seay into the backfield as well.
Willis also tried his hand at
wide receiver with fullback
Michael Treadway as the lone
back.
Treadway had a solid
evening,carrying three times for
43 yards.
"We tried a lot of different
wrinkles. just trying to find
something," McKeel said.
"We're searching for that magical combination and it's been
elusive this year."
Mort
Calloway's offensive line
appears to be getting healthier.
but the unit suffered another setback when starting center Caleb
Young was injured in last
week's brawl.
Young suffered a concussion
and is expected to miss several
weeks, McKeel said.
The Lakers expect to have
the services of tackle Grant
Williams and guard Kyle
Cnttendon, but Nick Calhoon
and Logan Burks remain questionable.
Calhoon is out with a back
injury and Burks rolled his ankle
last week.
Itbaky?
There isn't any question
Calloway's players get psyched
up to face Lone Oak, but how do
the Flash view the nvalry?
Calloway hasn't beaten Lone
Oak since district realignment
pnor to the 2007 sea.son, going
0-3.
"Drey Duncan started all that
stuff sticking the flag in the middle of their field (in 2007)," said
Haskins. "Up until then, I think
Calloway thought of Lone Oak
as the Sisters of the Poor. When
I coached at Calloway, I loved
playing Lone Oak because I
knew it was a 'W'."
"But, yeah, it's a rivalry. Our
kids get up for it. And you can
throw out the records. They're a
much better football team than
payee*ask."
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CHADWICK Catering
Ready to serve your
celebration needs.
Contact Cheryl
Chadwick
(270)492-8266
COMMUNITY
Thnft
8tore
312 N. Market St.
Pans, TN 38242
.(731)707-0311
. Clothing, housewares.
electronics, furneure,
end holiday decor.
Taking donations of al
kinds to benefit various
local groups.
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CHARLIE S Antique
Mall & Soda Fountain
is seeking a part time
clerk Must
have some computer
skills and be able to
eme Apply inside No
. phone calls
WAMEDIATE Full-time
' receptiorest. Excellent
people. phone. computer & typing skills
,. end able to learn new
,,. software applications
Maii resumes to PO.
Box 1040-F, Murray,
KY 42071

CAN'T be at home wrth
your child during the
day? Let me offer you
the next best thing.
State Certified child
care in my home. 7
years experience. For
info call 705-2874.

County Route Carrier FOf
The Murray Ledger & Times
Must have own autombbile, good driving
record and vehicle insurance Six day per
week delivery Interested persons should
come by and pick up an application at
The Murray Ledger & Times
1001 Whitnell Ave

HOLIDAYS
ARE
NEAR? DO
YOU
NEED YOUR HOUSE
CLEANED?
270-293-5806
OFFICE & recital property cleaning
References available
227-6535

PLEASE NO PHONE CALLS

. TAKING
APPLICATIONS
Full-Time pn,ition for
Circulation Department:
Must be able to v, k
early hours.
biter( sted persons
shouid app/y at
MUrray Ledger & Thne1001 Whitnell Ave.
Murray, KY

Apply In person at Brttthaven of Benton
2607 Main Street Hwy 641 S Benton, KY
42025 EOEJAAE
NO PHONE CALLS PLEASE

eMURRAY
STATE UNIVERSITY

Mkr
nantaMi rant

COOK
Full-time, benefits (nights & weekends) Two
years culinaryicoc*ing expenence ,r1 an insteutional or high volume retail setting Good math
and excellent interpersonal skills essential.
Salary $8 84 per hour Click on 'Employmentat waxy murraystate eduihr for additional information Application deadline Oct 16. 2009

HUDDLE House in
Murray hiring Shift
Managers & Team
members. For details
call (270)217-4410 or
email your resume to
imorganacheersfoodandfuelcom or fax
your
resume
to
(270)443-6032. also
apply online at cheersfoodandfuelnet Open
Interviews at Huddle
House 10/8. 10/9,
10/10. 9-3
FULL OR PART time
housekeeping Murray
Plaza Lodge Apply In
person after 7:00PM.
No phone calls.
LPN/FIN part-time 10p6a, Thur Fri Apply in
person at Green Acres
HealthCare, 402 W
Farthing, Mayfield KY

DISCLAIMER
When ,k,e,sing the
'help wanted- section
MI OW classifieds
wetragr at
murray ledger cool
ou will he rednexied
fohnetwort,,orn
BN default
MUITaN and lo,a1 Joh
listings will appear on
thiy wehsitc
However AS a national
wAmte not all listing,
on the Johnetwork corn
are placed through
the Murray Ledge!
& Time, P1ea,e all
us if you have an%
question, regarding
the Murra,
,area
Joh listings Thank you

InScribe. local company with online school.
teaming to be a
Medical
lranscriptionist, and
have a lob. info sharing every Monday
10am and every
T'huradey
6pm. in October call
270-761-0133.
MACHINE
Tool
Instructor
Murray/Calloway Area
Technology
Center
teaches occupational
preparatory classes
within a career and
technical
education
program; and performs
other
duties
as
required
Minimum
requirements:
Four
years of appropnate
work experience. two
of which must be wrthin the last five years
and
must
pass
Program
Area
Assessment test. To
Apply: Please submit
an updated, signed
application to. Dennis
Harper
1800
Sycamore
Street.
Murray. KY 42071.
Applications may be
obtained from the
School
(270-7531870),
or
the
Education
Cabinet.
Division of Human
Resoroces, 2nd floor,
Capital Plaza Tower,
500 Metro Street,
Frankfort, KY 40601 or
on-line
at
http://kytech.ky.gov/ap
plication_for_employment_151b. do c.
Applications must be
received
by
10/16/2009 to be considered for an interview Applicant will be
notified if selected for
an interview Equal
Education
and
Employment
Opportunities M7F/1)
THE C.A Jones
Management Group is
now hiring for the following positions for a
temporary assignment
that will be from
November 15, 2009
through February 1.
2010:
Customer Service
Representatives
Data Entry Clerics
Shipping Clerics
Receiving Clerks
The hours of operation
for the facility are 7 00
am cst tc 2 00 am
cst All shifts available Flexible Hours
Please submit your
resume to
careers Oct-luckpones net or compkate
an application at 306
Andrus Dr Murray
KY 42071

ze nits
24/7 Surveillance
Climate Control
Electricity

www.mumaykyapartments.com

270-767-9111
Specializing in newly built
I & 2 Bedroom Apartments

Taking Applications tor

WornerVrninorttbes encouraged to apply
An EEO,*FM,AA employer.

Help amid

Part-time maintenance
person witti reliable
transportabon. Start
$7.25/hr plus gas
allowance. 753-3018.

NEED EXTRA CASH,
• Minimal Hours • Monthly Pay

Apply at: Murray Career Center
208 South 5th Street
Murray, KY 42071-3312.
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IMMEDIATE OPENING

Britthaven cf Benton is currently accepting
applications for the following position' RN
afternoon shift We offer competitive wages and an excellent benefit package
Must be licensed in the State of Kentucky

10t
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injured in last
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To Place Your Ad Call the Classified Department at 753-1916
ask for Jill Stephens or Ashley Morns
or stop by our office at 1001 Whitnell Ave. — Office Hours: Mond
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Of

STAY at home mother
of 2 is available full or
pan-time
hours.
Availability is from
6am-9pm, Mon•Sat.
Children ages infancy
to pre-k. Reasonable
Rates, 270-293-0374.
270-978-5194.

Water, sewer, trash & Cable TV included
Appliances included. No PETS!

Aramerits For Rant
TOP quakty
consignment furniture,
accessones and
antiques
Reed Interiors
603 Main St
753-6361

FIrstand

ANT1OUES, Call Larry
753-3633
BUYING
Junk cars, trucks and
tractors. 436-5235,
227-6004
CASH peed tor
good. used guns
Benson Sporting
Goods, 519 S 12111,
Murray

14 X 56) 28F-1 Horne
and Lot on State Line
Rd.. Crossland
($12.500)
Contact Broker &
Owner
Mike Conley
270.293.3232
DI 4

t
1,
11,1111
1
/„„ \ 4 \
4 II
53-60 I 2

Hones For Rant

•

LARGE 3BR
753-6012.

$295

-ATTENTION
- MODEL
AiLROADERS
1 OR 2br apts nea
downtown
Murray
Lease and deposi
required. 753-4109.
i270)978-6181
WALL mount gas
heater $75 00
753-1265

1BR, price reduced.
various
locations
Coleman RE
753-9898.
2B-F1 duplex.
V8110U

s

C/H/A,

iocations.

Coleman RE.
753-9898
UPRIGHT Frigidaire
21 cu -f1 freezer.
white, excellent condition $150 753-0188
LARGE
SELECTION
USED APPLIANCES
WARD ELKINS
f South 12tft St'

(270) 753-1713

2BR Duplex, C/H/A,
all appliances, newly
remodeled 1003-B
Northwood
(270)753-0259
2BR near MSU. appliances
furnished,
C/H/A. Coleman RE
753-91398
4BR. CAVA. all apphances. Coleman RE
753-9898.

Calloway Garden
Essex Downs
LIKE new roll top
desk $350 00
(270)293-2557
NEW TAN& Gold
Couch & Loveseat
$850 GO 436-2513

Apartments
1505 Diuguid Drive
Mun-ay, KY 42071
One and Two
Bedroom Apartment,
270-753-8556
TDB 1-800-545-1833
F.xt no
jar Eq.,orearkinielj

4

Commercail building
for sale or lease. High
traffic. Great visibility.
978-0402

AKC Mini Pr puppies
3.-females. bom Jury
2009. $350 00-piece,
pawns on premises
978-1550
DOG Obedience
(270)436-2858.

1

Greer ri 12! s & Gleadie.

1E01825 lext3$44
1270i 436-2324

Cell: 293-6755
Nights: 753-8697

2934916

All gm edit placed In our paper are
posted on our seinen* tor treat

::.:1

Subscribe to the
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Hoene Delivery
Local Mail
3 ova ......_3311.1111'
6sm.—OS.0e 3 mo.
1 yr.----OWN 6 too.

a

1 yr --UV*

Rest of KY/TN

Al Olfaer Ma::
SabaistiNfams:
3 mo...---370.30 3 am.--—S75.111
Anew

AtrAmon

.
.
0
6 Imo --..$94.011
6 016.----$90
yr.--.9129.09 1 yr —4143.90

Check

e

2 & 3BR avaliabie, var
lous
bonbons
Coleman RE 753-9898

e st

2BR, gas heat No
pets Clean and mow
yards $400/mo plus
deposit 492-8360

For Sale
Wheat Straw bales
10 or more
$2 00 a bale
Square 8 round
bales, horse quality

J&L RENTALS
MIN1-STORAGE
720 S. 4TH ST.

111—
Rot lor

284 Bedroom houses
lease & deposit
required 753-4109

S

KELLY FARMS

VERY Nice, 2Bedroom. 1 -Bath
Duplex, centralheabah. washer/dryer.
all appliances fur
rushed, great location.
no pets.
non-srnoking
S600 00/month, one
year lease. deposit
and references
required. 753-5719.

Study in paradise 9
miles from campus
515
Saddle
Ln
$400/mo
206-883-6219

YORKIE pups OW
250. 270-748-5575
ock it Supplies

VERY Nice Large,
2-Bedroom. 2-Beth
Duplex, completery
remodeled, centralheat/air. washer/dryer,
all appliances henished, great location
no pets,
non-smoking
$650.00/month, one
year lease. depose
and references
required. 753-5719.

[ Rooms For Rot

FULL blooded pugoupies, $100. Patients
on site. 293-1745..

•\
\
%Mt NIIM al:I

UNIVERSITY Heights
Apts. is now accepting
applications for 1 & 2
BR rental assisted
apartments. M-W-TH.
8-2:30. 1734 Campbell
St. 759-2282 Heanng
Impaired only 1-800E413-6056.
Equai
Housing Opportuntty

Country Metals

2 7019 70 7Oh

PROFESSIONAL
office space tor lease.
Apex. 1.500 sot
978-0402

GAC
STORAGE and
PROPANE

II

2BR, stove, ref. washer. dryer. plus storage
buildeig on 1 acre lot
No pets, in county
293-5649

1440 sq.ff. bldg for
lease Great location
has gas heat.
978-0402

119 E Main
(270) 753-6266
Cell (270) 293-4183
9 a.m 4 p.m. IA-F

RI
&hit

& Building
Supplies

*Inside climate contra
storage
*Security alarmed
*Safe & clean
•We sell bake&
•We rent U-Hauls.
753-9600

A&F Warehousing
Near MSU 320-50
753-7668

NOW LEASING
1. 2 & 3bedroorn Apts
We accept Section
8 vouchers
Apply at Mur-Cal Apts
902 Northwood Dr
Monday,
Wednesday Fnday
Phone 759-49,84
Equal Housing
Opportunity
TOO *1-800-648-6056

YAMAHA G-2 Grand
Piano, 5' T. High polish ebony finish. very
nice pan*. $8,200 a
tax delivered.
(270)437-4432

PREMIER
MIN1STORAGE

2BR Newly redecorated. New heatongiAC
units. Stove. fridge.
W/D hook-ups. No
pets. Ref./lease/dep.
Water, sewer. trash
paid. Cardinal Dr. in
city $515.(270)7671176

NICE. large 2BR, 2BA
duplex. All appliances.
No pets. $500/mo. +
dep. 436-5927

Maw

1112311rogsRull
—s
1

2-BEDROOM, 2-Bath
House. completely
remodeled. centralheatiair. washer/dryer.
all appliances furnished, quiet location
near lake, no inside
pets, non-smoking.
$700.00/month. one
year lease. deposit
and references
required. 753-5719

LARGE 3BR apt,
newly remodeled. on
campus, C/H/A, W&D.
$600 water sewage 8
trash furnished, no
pets.759-4696,
293-4600

Ford 2000 Tractor,
Lots of nee parts.
good condition. $4,400
obo. 753-5996

Firewood. 293-2487

MOM COMPUTERS
Seniice/Sales
Repairs/Upgrades
759.3556

HAZEL New one bedroom Appliances
water, sewer, trash
electric included
$550/mo
(270492-8211
LARGE 2BR, 1BA,
duplex. walk to WalMart, dw stove, refrigerator, w,c1 hook-up.
$425/mo plus deposit
& lease 227-4037

55543 Ford Backhoe
Extend-a-Hoe, 1985
$8000 Firn 293-3232

H

Muses For Rent

Money Order

Visa

WC

Name
Address

City
State_

Zip

a

Daytime Ph
Mail this coupon with payment to
Murray Ledger & Times
P.O. Box 1040

Murray, KY 4207i
Or call (270) 763-1916
a

4/1 • Thursday, October 8. 2809

CLASSIFIEDS

PUBLIC AUCTION
SATUR_DAY,°Cr. Nth, 20100 10:00 AM
.PARLS, TN - 3770 Shady Greve Road
I ran Pans.
take Hwy. 79N towards Paris
anding 4 miles to Shady Grin.e Rd turn lett.
approx.mately 4 miles auction on the left
selling faro maipmentfee len Niamey Dad Arm Finnan
ACCTION PEILSONNKT W111.1. SE ON SITE.
THURS.,OCT. & ERL. OCT.9 Tt)CHECK
IN CONSIGNMENTS
Far mere detalb • Vida ear webalson
attaalasalaylaraussluazam
-HIGHLIGHTS OF TOOLS AND
FARh1 EQUIPMENT
Jo 4640 Wax, cab, power shirt. 20 8138 duals.
A.053 his. (good solid tractor) + TO 30 Ferguson
tricibr + 15 h Land Pride cutter null 45-180
Was, 325A grinder/mixer.25 ft Case Btfold disc
1.4ft cattle/horse trailer. cut glue * JD quick latch +
p4 posi digger.13 ft IH tinsel plow. trailer type
J!).5 bottom 14'. plows + 12 ft JD disc * 4 wheel
rubber tare wagon win& boards.50 ft. of 1/2 & 3/4
+ ft. cultipacker « 200 gal. aluminum tank
+ 3 pt.. 6 ft blade + 16 ft.. 4" alga •
L.:.,rkoln 225 welder + Transpowet 12" Platter +
flardor 3/4 H.P Gnrsler Buffer Panel Clamps +
'Pipe' Clamps + Delta Planer 12'. + DW735 DeWah
Pianer 13" Heavy Duty Rockwood 5 Speed Drill
preit.Delta Mortising Attachment Kft + Gnuly 8 •
Jointes With New Blades + Delta Table Saw Fence
Emu Long Rails * Delta Table Saw Fence Rads *
Cfaftsman Router Table + Boswell Brad
,Nai)er/Stapler + Belt Sander + Skil Jig Saw + saddle
2,:itse'+ 2000 Chevrolet ton truck. 3500. extend cab.
5:.1,5 speed. wIsteel bed + (2) EZ Trail hay feeder
Blue Mule creep feeder + Poli-tron creep
(eerier + pt hitch hsy fork + truck tool box + 500
Vat propane tank + Bush Hug DM90 Ms: mower +
.1.+tui Deere 120 mower conditioner + M&W
FrE407H 4 basket tedder + 3 ft_ scissor lift « Ford 12"
-3. bottom plow + Ford 3 pt. hitch. 7 ft. disc + 7 ft.
.intilo hoe. 3 pt. hitch « 17 heavy duty cattle panels
«..Lti foot (Co-op) gates + 12) rolls 42" Red Brand
worn wire(new)+(1)10' Co-op feed trough several rolls of used high tensile wire + logging tongs *
c'arithooks + tool pouch. new tools + weed sling
ttsiit hos. 12 ft long + garden plow + Cyclone hand
'seeder + middle buster plow + corn sheBer & box +
Writnader. single axle wheel barrow + old 1H hit
nussmotor + MUCH MORE.
Lawn ArsiMbk
Nei Resporadok for Accidents

460

'art Saki

3-PARTY
YARD SALE
144 JONES
SPARKMAN RD
FRI & SAT
8AM-?
Clothes. books
christmas dec
furniture
household items
etc

-FOR MORE LbiEORMAT1ON
CONTACT:

GARAGE
BASEMENT
SALE
1521 N. 4TH ST
FRIDAY &
SATURDAY
8:00-4:00
Furniture, antique
computer wardrobe,
avon bottles, knock
knacks. Chnstrras

treat etc
awasatamsans

E."

•.1: Nal ...tate ad,ertred hereto
r. the Mleral fur
Ow+ mak, k
advert,e an, (weer
lanaataan
Jrcnrnina
Preeri re race ailor, reaper,
handwap tatailutqa.
tos
Rabaul onion. or cove
hen to wake av, 4..1) re*,
mom ralietalsofoor dcwrimina.
bost

We will tnerongh accept am
advertise* kw realest". .4144.+1
4W41 in Notation ol the lar..
perNar, art. nerve, intormed
that all
adverten: are
available no an equal affect.).
Illty Nee

5-PARTY MOVING & YARD SALE
1180 LOCUST GROVE RD
SAT 10TH 6:30AM-2?
Early birds welcome
Rain or shine
Furniture, T.V.'S, glasSware, Jirn Bean
ColleCtiOn, deCorative iteMS.
cook bOokS, tOyS, 1987 FOrd F 1 50,
neW White wicker swing
Something for everyone!

MOVING SALE
1106 OLIVE Sr
FRI & SAT
OCT 9th 8 1001
6:00AM-11:00AM
Shelf. kitchen
desk.table, books.
collectibles,
too much to list,
everything must
go!

HUGE 2-FAMILY
YARD SALE
WOODGATE
SUBDIVISION
2111
CREEKWOOD DR
SAT. OCT 10
7-4:30
Some glassware
Chnstmas. toys.
household items

3-GENERATION
SALE
722 THIRD ST.,
HAZEL

SAT/SUN
OCT. 10-11TH
8:00AM TO ??
Antiques. collecbbies
mattress sets dishas
compulerimonnors
tools desk chairs
shelves. electronics
fabric Encyclopedias
freetses

GARAGE SALE
197 WEST FORK
RD. 641N. LEFT
ON WEST
FORK RD. 5TH
DRIVEWAY
FOLLOW SIGNS.
FRIDAY &
SATURDAY
7:00-7
Toys kids clothes,
household rtems.
furniture

time home buyers
130K house for sale
949-322-1495
AM)Parls

USED TIRES
16 inch
Startings al 520
mounted

MERCURY
LS, $4,000.

Stnce 1986
24 noua smug
Res . Com . & Ind
Licensed & Insured
All Jobs • Ng or small

753-9562
Professional Tree
Service Complete
tree
removai, gutter
cleaning. hauling. etc
Insured. Emergency
293-11t8

AAFFORDABLE

436-514,
Haulina

$1,500 Call
489-2276

operated.
270-978-5655

aprailma

Labe Pawn
UNBEUEVABLE
Log Cabin Sale
Sat Oct 10th
LOG CABIN & 2AC
569,900
w/ FREE Boat Slips!

3259. icylakesaie.corn

Land for sale. 90K, 4 5
acre iot. Oaks County
Club Rd. 978-0053
MEI

Acne.

LAWN SR'111111E
-Alownig. Mardi ming;

1 ands« aping &
teat Vacuuming
sati.ta,turn unatunteed
753-1816 '2'27-0611
YOUR AD
COULD BE
HERE FOR
ONLY S7S.Ou
A MONTH
CALl.„753-191b.

2134904

11 \\ \(.1
weekly

\

peeiai pickup/

• locall) OW nediogented
793-1151 • 293-2713
293-2784
I ton;to!..

•

759-115111
753-1537
APPLIANCE REPAIR
SERVICE & PAITI S
•270, 293-8726 OR
759-5534

J

S DOZER

Chuck Van Buren

"1.14 N..‘ IS
%SIM ‘1:1'
•

$15 & up Will mow
lawns. Adutt owned &

*Clutter & Vinyt
*Installabco,
Service & FlOpelf

3301 St. R/ 121N
. 753-8087

Paling

270-978-1707

997 Chevy Silvered()
4x4, good old truck,

easy Call us 24 hrs77
Days 1-888-789-0198

436-2867 Lamb's

Marquis

Between 7:30-4:00.
85 Olds 98
753-8480

documents (wee only)
and mental settlement
agreement Fast and

Hill Electric,

&
lifiN1
It's Is
"719.753-'279
Block layer
availabie.
270-252-0667
BRICK &

tiart

Br TER S
MEWS.

"Tavtor Made Auctions Are Better"

WHY rent when you
can own? Save 8K first

State laws forkid deowanwori

Ready to finish log
cabin & 2 acres abutting wildlife park at
160,000 acre recreational lake
in KY. Excellent
financing. Cali now
14300-704-3154 x

Ky. Lac. 0111.7209 Firm g1782

-DIVORCE with or woe"out Chaoren $95 With
FREE name change

Teal

m Mei*
"
ol Teel estate hated cm noon in

Real Estate & 1972 Chevy Pick up
',.. Selluig
•,

Telephone (731)247-3784
Doug Taylor, Auctioneer/Realtor Tn. Lir. 41027

Leasamhaile
Debt Mitt
BMWs ea reamst

‘SPII %VI

Only

c1)4,410 gavii4 auction setoice.
Auctioneer & Real Estate Broker
youg
200 Adkins Lane • Puryear,TN 33251

2f3-7872

UselCirs

TUESDAY, OCT. 13, 2009 - 4:30 PM '''Irl,,,Ti.
*
PURYEAR.TN- 350 EIWY.641 N ..
tl',IfirEn Peryear tale Hary44/N 4 miles.
'Lai loose on left past Carpet World USA

CONTACT:

SIDG
plell
ema
iZ
t
i iEty

Marra/ ledger & Times Fair
Sioaasng Art Notice

"Tayior Made Auctions Are Better"

FOR MORE INFORMATION

*ADVERTISERS You
can place a 25-word
classified ad m 70
Kentucky newspaper'
for as Mee as S250 wen
one order. one payment For informabon,
contact the classified
oepartment of this
newspaper or call KPS
1-502-223-8821

Call 753-5606

.Doilia Taylor, Auctioneer/Realtor Tn. Lic. 42027
Ky. Lic. ORP7209 Firm /1782

tEREAS & CONDITIONS 11.4 down day of
..assition. balance within .30 days with passing of
deed. Possesmon at closing_ LEAD BASED
,RAINT WARNING Notification is given that
dic,property may present exposure to lead
.baited paint
'Ai 'sI.s selling a l972 Chevy Pick-up 350 V8.

Additions, Windows, Siding,
Painting, Pooring, Roofing,
Decks, Concrete
& Repairs
Office: 270-761-6790
Cell: 270-978-1007

1008 Southwood 4plex
280K 978-0074.

Telephone 4 7311247-3784

RAM..ESTATE: AFAI RSTATE• Selling a
'1,036 sq. ft. vinyl siding house, 2 bednx,ms.
,I bath. kitchen/dining den, utility loom carpet,
. vinyl. central natu..-al gas heaL air. well. septic.
-detached garage, lots of shade Mobile home
-.book up behind house

ANNOUNCEMENTS

Not 2-4
Bedews Yam ki
itivarliati USW.

Clean out
garages. gutters. junk
& tree work

ItILK Auctioneer & Real Estate Broker
200 Adkins LAM • Puryear. TN 3825 1

for B4ui Manning Estate
'Visit our website: wwn.dougtaviortniction.com

Calhoon Construction, LLC

14 15-

enr,..te..xx urith Fair
tioreung Ad,eruur reuuremeet, ,antak-, Nk.k (oun,
,e,
Rene P ktdata.
$4P-

ESTATE AUCTIO.N .

&erns For SEM

IININWOOL

iee nutter

voLie 5avitut cludion

L

CFA
Me Caw

acIdiben te the* pronected
under ledera: la.
TANtS & CONDITIONS Complete rencroese &a)
auction
1.0/AirOc mi CASH. CASHIER'S CHEICK, or PERSONALE-MICK
CURRENT BANK LETTER Oi- CREDIT runaround pay •
node lo Doug Hoke Auction Serrerc ragered t, All Fer
, pc/Neon). Knorr
the arwteo company

Murray Ledger & rime*

Custom bulldozing
and trackhoe work.
land clearing,
underbrushing. ponds,
lakes and waterways

(270)22 7-8188

BRUSH &
HAMMER
• Painting • Fix-it's
• Repairs • Decks
pressure washed
& starned
(270)436-2228

Free esernates
Gene Parker
293-1006
753-583a
evenings leave
message
AIME.

227-0587

it/0,es •Waterways
Free Estrnates

ALL Carpentry
*Remodeling
*Additions
*Decks
*Porches
•Poie Barns
*Laminate Floors
*Tile
*Mobile Home-Repair
•Roof-Overs
*Underpinning
Larry Nimmn
FUTRELL'S Tree
Sennce
Trimming.
removal,
stump grinding, firewood. insured.
489-2839.

COM

EQUIPMENT
F0F1 SALE

JONES
ROOFING
Licensed & Insured
Free estimates
(270)293-0354
(270)753-0355
Mc-Curaton
floof,r1 Co
1St
,plant vapi•

YEARRY'S
ree
Service. Frae estimates, Phone
436-2562, 227-0267

umiak%
Free

Equipment
Operator
Training- You must be

training- You:.
must be LAID OFF,,
Correcting_
Unemployment
or
•Ky Health Training:
exhausted benefits and .
/AEDICAL HELP
WANTED

meet employment hiipolicy to qualify
Financing
options'
tuition reimbursement
also available. TRUCK
es. 859-963-2901, 888- AMERICA
portable bend
TRAINING
Log skieders also avail- 2 7 4 - 2 0 1 8 866-244-3644
able
nonvood- www.nurseaidetraoning
•Owner-Operators sawmills com/300n. oentercom
Drive w/ an industry
Free information: 1PET/PET SUPPUES leader, Towne Air needs
800-578-1363-Ex1300*Happy
Jack
Flea Daycabsi Tractors 10
Beacon Controls iteas years or newer COL-A
HELP WANTED
Hairnet, 2yrs veirkin the home without
*Wanted: Lite Agents expensive pesticides! aole experience. pass
Earn $500 a day, Great Results overnight? At pre-employment physiStates cal. drug test. Email •
Agent
Benefits. Southern
happyiackinc corn jack.murphyOtownea:r. •
Commissions
paid
com 866-234.7476
daily.
Liberal
REAL ESTATE
Underwriting. Leads,
•PTLOTR Dnvers. New'
Log Pay Package, Great
Leads. Leads. LIFE *Unbelievable
Cabin Saito! Sat 10/10. Miles!
lNSURANCE
Up to 46cpm. 12

cabin and 2 acres abutting wildlife park at
160,000 acre recrein
lake
-AIRLINES ARE HIR- ational
Excellent
ING- Train for high pay. Kentucicy
Aviation financing. Cali now 1Maintenance Career. 800-704-3154 x3261
FAA approved pro- kylakesale.com
gram Financial ted
number for
College' ad.

'Attend

Housing
CALL

Greg Renfro,
293-0371
DRYWALL repair &
painting. Free estimates. 270-873-9916.

•FREE tuition for Heavy *Onvers-

LICENSE REQUIRED. LOG CABIN & 2
ACRES Only $69,900
Cali 1-888-713-6020.
with FREE boat Raps!
•INSTRUCTIONAL Ready
to finish log
'NOTE - New phone

011ww

THE Murray Ledger &
Tirnes considers its
sources reliable, but

inaccuracies
do
occur Readers using

ing

months
experienoilz•
required. No felony
DUI pest 5 years. 87;740-6262.
www.ptlinc.00171

WEST

Calloway

County
Development
*Track
hoe, dozer,
backhoe work & septic
systems, top acre a

gravel for sale. We .
buiid you a Horne to
Suite your Needs.
270-210-3781.
270-559-2032.

this information do so
at their own risk.

Isra ospisTnucTiom
- as ow

conow.alkw
•••am 41 at ar adlortlel* poke
II 4 11

•Roofing •Sheetrodc
•Piaster •flemodels
& more
(270)873-9341
(270)873-2487

Although persons and
companies
mentioned b.erein are
believed to be reputable. The Murray
Ledger & Tones, nor
any of ns employees
accept any responsibility whatsoever for
their activities.

thl!"

10
Pub

HELP WANTED

431H
Trucking
Company
Dover.'
Trainees Needed) NO
CDL- NO PROBLEM!
Earn up to S900/ weele
Company
endorsed'
CDL Training. Job
assunance Financial
•Ciass-A COL Training assistance. 888-780Dena Career Academy 5539
3 week training CAUCUS •COL-A Flatbed Ortvers•WIA approved Job up to 4Cie Good
placement assistance & Benefits. Home Time
tuition reimbursement Paid vacation Lease
available Call today' Purcnase
avaiiable
expenencs•
859-498-9968 Of BOO- OTR
883-0171
BBB required. No felonies
800-441-4271 xKY-100.
Accredited

•SAWMILLS
FROM Nurse Aide Training,
ONLY
$2,990.00-- Phlebotomy training.
Convert your LOGS TO Lexington
Day,
VALUABLE LUMBER Georgetown.
with your own Nonvood Night, VVeekend Gass-

Aviation. Institute of
Maintenance (888)3495387

n.crods

TRUCK ORWERS-

Miles
Freight. Positions available ASAP! COL-A watt
LAID OFF, Collecting tanker required. Top
Unemployment
or pay, premium benefits
OCTOBER 18, Indiana exhausted
benefits. arKI MUCH MORE! Call
State
assis- or visit us online, 871Fairgrounds, Employment
AMERICAN 484-3081 vninv.oalder...
Indianapolis, IN Elam- tance.
30-• Info. 708-563- HEAVY EQUIPMENT transportcorn
4
3
0
0 TRAiNING 886-280- •FREE tuition lor
COL
www.SuperSundaylndy 5836
Class-A

*Automotive
Parts
Swap Meet & Ca,Sale
All Make & Model- AN
Indoor- 700 NACOS

qualltreOavailabie.

CUSTON BULLDOZING
•Land-cleannig

753-2352

AUTOMOBILES

-Attend Cortege Oriiine
from Horne 'Medical,
'Business. •Paraiegai,
'Accounting, 'Criminal
Justice Job placement
assistance Computer
available. Financial aid
it qualified Call 861)4 6 0 - 9 7 6 5
*New CenturaOnline.co

FREE Firewood.
You pick-Lp.

753-4895
Giving away
something
for free?
P.,
We will run it one Ni
day for free.
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HAPPY
BIRTHDAY
for
Friday, Oct. 9, 2009:
This year, you find that staying
on a level course takes a fair
{11
4-4
share of talent. Disruption seems
ArttioCh
1
to be a given at work and in your
t1,4 41 1
3E4222
daily life. You often will want to
withdravd. Don't let stress make
Hems For Di
you feel negative. If you are single, you could meet someone
11 ,000-SO.FT. home
quite special; remember to toss
in country, 6BR. 6BA,
indoor pool, gymnasi- your rose-colored shades. If you
um, (26' tall ceiling), arc attached, the two of you
5acres lake, lots of have a very special tie Keep the
outside decks, 5 acres chemistry
alive. CANCER
up to 90acres
pushes you into the limelight.
559-2032.
38R located in Hazel,
The Stars Show tbe Kind of
2 acres with double
Day You'll Have: 5-Dynamic:
garage Accepting
4-Positive: 3-Average; 2-So-so;
sealed bids until
I -Difficult
October 10th Seller
has the nght to refuse
all bids. 767-4222.
P.O. Box 1300 Murray
KY

ENERGY saving new
home, 2,244 sq ft
under roof. 38R, 2BA,
(oath ceilings). 2 car
garage concrete drive,
patio & front porch, no
city taxes, $8,000
rebate, first time buyers. 210-3781.

559-2032
FSBO 3BR, IBA. 1.2
acres, 24x30 separate
garage Hardin.
293-5916. 703-2477
705-1978.

NEW 4BR. 28A, 2120
sq. tt. located at
Brookside Lane
Accepting sealed bids
until October 10th
Seller has the nght to
refuse all bids
767-4222 P.O. Box
1300 Murray, KY

ARIES (March 21-April 19)
**** Just when you thought
everything was handled for the
weekend. a surprise heads in
your direction. How you handle
this event Could define your
weekend. Complete rather than
initiate.
TAURUS (April 20-May 20)
*** YOU might feel that you
have all the details handled, only

to find out otherwise. Difficulties
occur involving a meeting. a lastminute snafu and/or a friend with
a hassle. Know that you can
handle it all graciously. Stay
calm.
GEMINI(May 21-June 20)
**** The best of intentions
easily could get waylaid. Stay
centered, knowing you want to
end the week on a positive note.

Trust your decisions, especially
around family and home. A bOSS
Of higher-up is unpredictable.
CANCER (June 21 -July 22)
** Listen. think and say no to a
knee-jerk reaction You might not

like what you are seeing. Make
that OK, and you will be OK
Listen to what someone says,
but also be aware of this person's motives, and feelings.

LEO (July 23-Aug. 22)
*** Use the daylight hours to
the max. Listen and share more
Ot yOurselt, be it in a meeting or
with individuals. Trust in your
ability to figure out what is appropriate here
VIRGO (Aug. 23-Sept. 22)
*** Everyone looks to you tor
answers and responses. You
know when enough is enough,
especially from an unstable partner who drives you a touch
crazy. Don't project the negativity you feel
. UBRA (Sept. 23-Oct. 22)
*** Keep detaching, and that
will help you deal with uproar
and a last change. of events.
Face it As inspired as you can
be. not everyone sees the wisdom of your ways Be open to
possibilities
SCORPIO (Oct. 23-Nov. 21)
**** Work with a key partner
and don't worry so much about
the end results. Surely someone
might have a difficult time getting
this person's logic, but not you.
Stay on top of a situation.

AQUARIUS(Jan. 20-Feb. 18)
**** Someone who you

PISCES(Feb. 194Aarch 20)
*** Pressure continues troni

thought you had settled a problem with reactivates Be careful
with your finances. as you could
be put in a position where you
might have to pick up an
expense.

the home front. You wonder hoW
and why you need to put up witb
a difficult partner. Stop and take
in a dose of realism. Think back
and go over your inibal agrOe;
rnent

I1

11I

1

1

1

,,,S2JAW
The Murray Ledger & Times
wants you to share your
photographs of people in
our community at work,
at school and at play.
it hen you submit photos for our Scene ln the Community
page, plexe include the event the date, place. organi7ation
or group. as well as the name ot everyone in the photo. Only
a certain number ot photos will appear because of space.
Mere is no guarantee J submicsion will be published.

SAGITTARIUS (Nov. 22-Dec.
21)
**** You might discover that
others really need you. and if
you don't help. you'll incur their
wrath, like it or not. How you
handle someone and the decisions you make could take an
interesting turn.
CAPRICORN (Dec. 22-Jan. 19)
*** Get everything done. and
be sure a project or situation is
tight, as an element of the unpredictable races through this afternoon. Trying to obtain an
overview could be close to
impossible
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Mom rations the many gifts

10 years ago
Published is a picture of
workers with Murray Paving finishing up its work on the extenSHAI and overlay paving at thc
Murray -Calloway County Airport
The photograph was by Staff
Photographer Bernard Kane.
Also published lb a picture
of residents of W'est View Nursing Horne who were presente
d
with Bibles by the Elm Grove
Baptist Church.
• Mrs. Lura Miller of Mayfield
who has relatives in Calloway
County will be 105 years of age
on Oct. 9.
Dewey Grogan. life long resident of Calloway County. celebrated his 100th birthday on Sept.
30.
. 20 years ago
Joe Pat James of Murray, one
of the founders of the Agnculhue Alumni Association of Murray State University, has been
nerned by the organization as its
1989 Outstanding Agriculture
Alumnus of the Year.
Winners of the Murray Ba.ss
Club Tournament held out of
Kenlake Marina were Gary Marquardt, first: Jerry McConnell.
second; Gary Jenkins, third. and
Dale Mullins. fourth.
Births reported include a girl
to Keith and Carol Ford, Sept.
23.
30 years ago
Kent Eversmeyer, senior :It
Murray High School and son of
Dr. and Mrs. Harold Eversmeyer, has been selected to perform
with the 1979 McDonald's AllAmerican High School Marching Band and will march in the
Macy's Thanksgiving Parade in
New York City.
Published is a picture of the
Calloway County High School
Speech Team that took first place
in the Paducah Tilghman Big
Wind Invitational Tournament.
Larry England is the coach of
the team.

Murray State University Racers won 24-0 over the University of Tennessee at Martin in a
football game at Mertin
40 years ago
Published is a picture of the
tour cars involved in an accident at North 12th and Olive
Streets. Drivers were Fannie
Wyatt Young. Floyd Harrelson,
Edward Ervin Smith and
June Roberts Mrs.Young was
the only one injured and was treated at the Houston-McDevitt Clinic. The photograph was by Staff
Photographer Gene McCutchen.
Convenient Food Mart is now
open in the Northside Shopping
Center across from the Little
League held on Chestnut Street,
with Bill Cassidy as the owner
and operator of the firm.
Births reported include a girl
to Mr. and Mrs Thomas Lee
Goodwin. Oct 4
50 years ago
The Murray Lions Club will
hold its annual light bulb sale
on Oct. 15.
Army Pfc. Thomas C. Reeves,
son of Mr. and Mrs Albert V.
Reaves of Dexter. is serving with
the 8th Infantry Division in Germany.
Recent births reported at Murray' Hospital include a boy to
Mr. and Mrs. TOMMIC D. Workman and a girl to Mr. and Mrs.
Edison Moroe Jr.
60 years ago
Dan Shipley, president of Murray Training Schooi Chapter of
Future Fanners of America, won
sixth place in the Junior Jersey
Exposition of All-American Jersey Show held at the Mid-South
Fair at Memphis, Tenn.
Verne Kyle of Murray Manufacturing Company-, makers of
Tappan ranges. and a member
of the Murray Rotary Club, was
the speaker at the Thursday weekly meeting of the Rotary Club
held at the Murray Woman's Club
house on Vine Street, Murray'.

By The Associated Press
Today is Thursday, Oci , the
28Ist day of 2009. There are 84
days left in the year.
Today's Highlight in History:
On Oct. 8, 1871. the Great
Chicago Fire erupted, fires also
broke out in Peshtigo, Wis., arid
in several conununities in Michigan.
On this date:
In 1918. Sgt Alvin C. York
ahnost single-handedly killed 25
German soldiers and helped capture 132 in the Argonne Forest
in France.
In 1934. Bruno Hatuptmann was
indicted by a grand jury in Nevi:
Jersey for murder in the death of
the son of Charles A. Lindbergh.
In 1945. President Harry S.
Trutt= announced that the secret
of the atoinic bomb would be
shared only with Bntain and Canada.
In 1956, Don Larsen pitched
ILJ

DEAR ABBY: My sister
"Tncia's" daughters, ages 5 and
7, are my only rueces. A few
weeks ago, I sent the 7-yeuold a gift for
her birthday.
When I didn't get a
response,
called
iny
sister to ask
if it had
arrived. Tricia
said,
'Oh, yeah,
we got it.
We've been
By Abigail
busy and so
Var Buren
didn't
we
open it. We'll get to it someday." I felt terrible knowing
my niece didn't get the gift
on her birthday and didn't know
I had remembered her.
I have since learned that
my nieces weren't given the
gifts I sent last Ch.ristmas,
either, which explains why I
didn't receive thank-you notes.
Tricia told me her girls get
lots of presents so she limits
when they can have them. She
gives them as rewards or saves
them for rainy days.
The
younger daughter's
birthday is coming up, and
now I'm wondering what to
do. I don't want to spend the
time or money picking out
something she may never see.
Should I just send a card? Or
call to wish her a happy birthday?
My sister is generous with
my kids. They open the gifts
right away and send thankyou notes. How do I reciprocate? -- HURT IN SAN FRANCISCO
DEAR H'JRT: By Intercept-

41;

Deer Abby

the only perfect game in a World
Senes to date as the New York
Yankees beat the Brooklyn Dodgers
in Game 5, 2-0
In 1957, the Brooklyn Baseball Club announced it was accepting an offer to move the Dodgers
from New York to Los :Angeles

darity, were banned.
Ten years ago. A darnage award
tu State Farm auto insurance customers swelled to nearly 51.2 billion after a Judge in Illinois niled
that the nation's largest auto insurer had committed fraud by using
genenc auto-body repair parts.
tHowever, the Illinois Supreme
In 1959. the Los Angeles Court overturned the judgment in
Dodgers won the World Series, 2005.) President Bill Clinton
deddefeating the Chieago White Sox icated a new U.S. embassy
in
9-1 in Game 6 at Comiskey Park. Ottawa Laila Ali, the 21-yearold
In 1970, Soviet author Alexan- daughter of Muhammad Ali,
made
der Solzhenitsyn was named win- her pm boxing debut by. knockner of the Nobel Prize for liter- ing out April Fowler 31 seconds
ature.
into the fight in Verona. N.1'.
In 1981. at the White House.
Five years ago: In a testy
President Ronald Reagan greeted debate rematch. President
George
former Presidents Jimmy Carter, W. Bush and Sen. John
Kerry,
Gerald Ford and Richard Nixon, quarreled over the war in Iraq,
who were preparing to travel to yobs, education, health care,
aborEgypt for the funeral of Anwar tion. the environment, cheaper
Sadat.
drugs and ton reform at a town
In 1982, all labor organiza- hall session in St. Louis.
tions in Poland, including Soli-
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mg your gifts and presenting
them as "rewards' or 'saving
them for a rainy day." your
sister is defeating their purpose and may be taking the
credit that should be going to
you. Your
nieces should
absolutely know that you think
of them on their birthdays and
other holidays.
By all means call them and
send cards. And start contnbuting to a college fund for them.
Although they may not appreciate right now what a thoughtful gift. you are giving them.
I guarantee they will in the '
future.
BO*

DEAR ABBY:
have a
good relationship with my 84year-old mother, but it's difficult to spend time with her
because during the past year
she has started hitting me. She
does not appear to be angry
when she does it. She'll do it
if I say something she thinks
is funny, when I do something
nice or for no reason at all.
It hurts me physically and
emotionally when she hits me.
I have asked her repeatedly to
please not do it, but she persists. I wasn't abused as a
child, so I don't understand
what's going on. Any ideas? - BRUISED IN SPRINGFIELD
DEAR BRUISED: I have
a suspicion. I have written
before that any significant
change in a senior's behavior
or personality should be reported to his or her doctor. Your
mother may need to be physically and neurologically evaluated because it's possible that
she doesn't remember that you
have asked her not to hit you.
My advice is to have your mother checked out, and if I'm
right, you have my sympathy.
•••
DEAR ABBY: - My daughter is divorced from my. grandson 'Cody's" father, "Mitch."
Cody is only 8, and when
Mitch makes plans with him
and then doesn't show up or
even bottler to call, of course
Cody is sad.
I can't stand to see my
grandson hurt over and over
again. How can I help him
get through these difficult
times?
-PROTECIIVE
NANA IN RHODE ISLAND
DEAR
PROTECTIVE
NANA: It isn't possible to
shield your grandson entirely
from h.is father's neglect. However, you might lessen his disappointment by making alternative plans to do something
with him if his father 's a noshow. And if Cody has uncles,
a grandfather or other male
influences in his life, perhaps
they could step up to the plate
on some of those occasions
when his father strikes out.

ACROSS
1 News source
6 Commandeer
it Frequently lost
auto part
13 Ahab's vessel
14 Ego companion
15 Riviera summer
16 Dog days mo.
17 Polynesian
plant
18 RObinss beak
20 Unduly severe
22 Bossy's chew
23 Elevator pioneer
25 Super Bowl roar
26 Pootive
27 Farmland
29 Straighten up
31 — -whiz!
33 Wish undone
34 Bemoan
37 YOungsters
40 Storybook bear
41 Lobster eggs
43 Reminder
45 Mineral deposit
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DEAR DR. GOTT: About 20
years ago, I started expenencing
leg aches and generalized fatigue
These symptoms almost impercepubly but inexorably have gotten worse, to the point where my
legs ache all the time I have no
endurance for
walking, my
knees
are
weak, and I
have
hoid
onto something
when
going up or
down stairs.
Over the
years, I have
sought medical
help
many times
By
De Peter Gott and have seen
atIOUS specialists who have conducted tests
and done blood work They have
no answers for me,
When I was 21. I had polio
(11 am now- 60), and research on
the Internet led me to the conclusion I have post-polio syndrome
Howeser, the last neurologist I
saw six months ago said she had
never heard of such a thing, and
no specialist has made a cormoction between the polio in my medical record and tny current problems. Where should I go from here?
DEAR READER: To another
neurologist. The National Center
for Health Statistics indicates
almost 450,000 poho survivors in
the United States may be at nsk
for the condition.
PPS is a condition that affects
polio survivors and presents 15
or more years following recovery
from
attack of the polio virus_
Research reveals it to be a slowly progressing condition marked
by periods of stability, followed
by a reduction in one's ability to

Dr. Gott

perform daily functions previously taken for granted
Symptoms may include muscular and general fatigue, muscle:
atrophy. advancing muscle weakness, increased skeletal deformues (such as seolions) and pun
tromping degeneration Tbe sever-.
ny of disability following the erkg-;
inal attack will cominonly deice
mine the seventy of PPS Thee
is to say, mild symptoms the first
tune around will result in mild
symptoms the second time More
severe symptoms the first tune
around will present similarly the .
second ume
The cnteria for diagnosis of PPS
include
pnor
paralytic
poliomyelitis with evidence of :
motor-neuron loss; residual weakness, nerve damage as documented by electromyography, partial
or complete functional recovery
after the acute virus, followed by .
a pcnod of 15 or rnore years Of:
stable neuromuscular funcuon with •
Of without gradual onset of new ;
muscle weakness, muscle or joint
pain, and muscle atrophy. Symp- :
toms remain for at least one year,
and other neuromuscular disor•
ders with similar symptoms are
ruled out.
Research has not been promising. Scientists have concentrated an a number of medications
that have failed to provide positive results. Despite this, there
are reconunended management
strategies Exercise with caution,
and only under the direction of
a qualified therapist. Avoid achyities that cause pain or faugue•
lasting longer than 10 minutes.
Get adequate sleep, eat healthful ,
meals, d,scontinue cigarette node.;•
ing. and take over-the-counier
inflammatory medications for peat
management. Participiate in supi-::
port groups or counseling. ' '

Coudract BMus
South dealer.
Both sides vulnerable.
NORTH
•10 7 3
•9 2
•8 7 6 5 3 2
•6 5
WEST
EAST
•5 4
•8 6 2
•Q 7 5
•K11064 3
OKQ104
•1 9
•Q 9 8 3
•10 2
SOUTH
•AKQ.19
111 A 8
•.4
•A K 1 7 4
The bidding:
South
West
North
Last
2.•
Pass
2•
P&ss
2 41
Pass
3•
Pass
4•
Pass
4•
Pass
6
• strong, artificial
Opening lead — king of diamonds.
Declarer should tat become so
enamored with a particular line of
play that he fails to recognize a safer
approach that has des•eloped after the
first few tricks have been completed.
For exanip4e. consider what happened to South on this deal after he
had reached an excellent sax spade
contract on the bidding shown. All he
needed to have a reasoruible play for
12 tricks was to find North with the
king of hearts, queen of clubs or
shortness in clubs, SO he was justified

in bidding the stern.
Declarer woo the opening diamond lead with the ace and, since a .
heart loser could not be avoided,
fOcused all his attention on avoiding
any. club losers. So he cashed the A- .
K of clubs and led a third club. When
West followed with the nine. declarer
ruffed with dumir,y's ten
Had the clubs divided 3-,. • 11,
tricks would have become coetathi
But when Last discarded a heir ad
the third club, the problem in tfie
club suit remained unresolved.
Soot! tierdore led a heart to the
ace and played a fourth club. After
West followed with the queen.
declarer ruffed with dummy's seven,
hoping Last did not have the eight of
spades, But East overrufled with the
,eight and cashed the heart king to put
the contract down one
to adopting this method of phiy.
South was guilty of a fatal singfemindedness. So intent was he on
ruffing his club losers in dummy that
he failed to notice, once the clubs
had divided 4-2, that there was a irtually foolproof alternative available.
The critkal play Janie when
declarer led the fourth round bf
clubs Instead of ruffing with the
seven. he should simply have discarded dummy's remaining heart.
allov6ing West's queen of clubs to
hold the trick South would then have
been able to ruff his losing heart in
dummy and been home free_
Tomorrow: Bidding quiz.
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YOU WERE
SUPPOSED TO
DO TUE SEVEN
PROBLEMS ON
PAGE SIX

HOW ABOUT
YESTERDAY I
DID ALL FOUR
PROBLEMS ON
PAGE FIVE..

YESTERDAs' WE
DID ALL FIVE
PROBLEMS ON
PAGE FOUR

Ifs

I HAVE TO NANG
UP NOW, MARCIE ..I'M
GONG OUTSIDE AND
STAND IN THE RAIN
-MEW
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46 Gapes open
48 Close a parka
49 Camper. maybe
50 Basebalt award
51 Elected ones
53 — -ca!
54 Archery need
56 Rental option
58 Gives the
impression
59 Wanderer
DOWN
1 Jungle charger
2 Looks at the
books
3 Loudness unit
4 Sorbet
5 Court ritual
6 NoPe (hVehe
7 Droop
8 Appliance-tag
letters
9 Give back
10 Vanity
12 Fruit tree
t 3 Household
appliance

A
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19 College ma;
21 Rushed off
22 Give a prompt
to
24 Fret letter
26 Mug with a lid
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'
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28 Bruce or
Brandon
30 Puffin Inn.
32 Wholly
absorbed
34 Butterties-tooe
35 Goodall sublect
36 Wrecker's job
38 Donut qty
39 Rural
crmsovers
40 Wharf bcates
42 Cameiot lady
44 Strong adhesive
46 Actor —
Moritand
47 Warmly comfortable and
cozy
50 Movie studio
52 Go undercover
55 Concerning
57 Hi-fi record
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Relatives question why
state took kidnapped baby
By TRAVIS LOLLER
associateo Press Wnter
NASHVILLE. Tenn. (AP) —
A mother whose baby was kidnapped said she %.iS devastated
when child welfare officials
took him into state cusuidy
shortly after he was recovered,
descnbing the pain of that separation as worse than the knife
wounds that the kidnapptr
inflicted on her.
Maria Gurmla.
recovenng
trom stab wounds and a collapsed lung. started crying and
shaking when she learned week old Yahir Anthony' Carrillo and
his three siblings would be put
into foster homes. said Norma
Rbdriguez, the cousin of Jose
Carrillo, the baby's father.
.1She said them taking the kids
atvey was a worse stab in her
heart thari the stab from the lady
who took the baby," Rodriguez
'the children, ages 3, 9 and II,
were split up and put with

strangers in two separate foster
homes Saturday after investigators told the state Department of
Children's Services the couple
was under investigation because
of allegations they had tried to
sell the baby, Gurrola's courtappointed attorney Dennis
Nordhoff said.
On Tuesday, Metro Nashville
Police announced the parents
had been cleared of wrongdoing
and the children were reunited
with them.
DCS spokesman Rob Johnson
said he could not commerft on
the case but said the deparunent
sometimes has to make tough
decisions with only partial information.
"Our responsibility is to look
after the safety and well being ot
the children who come to our
attention," he said.
Rodriguez said the children's
•,eparation from Gurrola and
Carrillo was devastating for all

AP-GFK POLL

New vaccine
concerns most
More than 70 percent of those
_ surveyed are concerned
7•-about side effects from the
flew swine ftu vacdne
•"-flow likeiy would you be to
.get the separate Hi Ni virus
• Vaccine for yourself?
2 Likely

UnAely
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of them. The couple's 3-year-old
daughter, who witnessed the
Sept. 29 attack on her mother,
had never been apart from
Gurrola before she was placed
with foster parents.
The child got sick on
Wednesday and had to be taken
to the hospital, Rodnguez said,
arid relatives blarne her illness '
on the stress of being removed
from her family.
Nordhoff questioned the need
to put the already-suffering family through the trauma of separation. He said DCS is supposed to
try to keep families together and
there were plenty of relauves
willing to take in the children,
but DCS would nor allow it
because they were illegal inunigriuus, although some of them
had been in the country for
many years without ever getting
in any trouble. Gurrola is originally fmm Durango, Mexico.
Staying with relatives would
have been much less traumauc
for the children, if they did have
to be taken from their parents,
he said.
Johnson, speaking generally,
said,"DCS always looks for relatives who already know a child
as an alternative to state custody,
but DCS must be able to perform background checks and
DCS must be able to verify people's relationships to a family in
question."
The family is happy to be back
together now. Rcairiguez said.
but that joy has been tempered
by an ongoing baby trafficking
investigation into family members.
Rodriguez said her sister.
Jessenia Sigala, has endured
harsh questioning from law
enforcement.
"They were saying, '1 know
you did this. I know you did
that. Tell me where the money
is,'" Rodnguez said. "It's making my side of the family a little
more devastated."

JMC workshop netted more than
150 high school participants
by Bob
The ani
nte
aftftrism and
Eimadcasting Workshop recently held at Murray State
University drew 157 high school
students and their media advisers from six schools.
After the welcome by Dr. Bob
Lochte, department chair of
journalism and mass communi•
cations (JMC), students were
able to pick from nine programs
in the first session. 'The programs included sports reporting/sports columns, wnung to
tell the story, newspaper design,
digital photography, websites
for story ideas, advertising sales,

designing and selling yearbooks
part one, what's nes
:
, in yearbook.s part one and producing
pmgrams for television part one.
The second session featured
programs on feature writing.
legal controls of the media, mining for story ideas, online training to build journalism skills.
advertising design, and pan two
of the yearbook programs and
the television production program.
Faculty and staff conducting
the
programs
were Bob
Valentine, Joe Hedges, Gill
Welsch. Dr. Bob McGaughey,
Orville Herndon. Dr. John

Dillon. Dr. Allen White. Dr.
Kevin Qualls, Chris Haynes and
Jeremy McKee'.
Also conducting programs
were David Greer. Kentucky
Press Association, Angela St.
Clair. Herff Jones Yearbook
Publisher; and Andrew Buhler
and Becky Nichols, Jostens
Yearbook Publisher.
Next year's workshop has
been tentatively scheduled for
Sept. 24, according to co-directors, Dr. Haven Miller and
Orville Herndon.
High school advisers can contact the JMC office at(27018092387 for more information.

Photo provelec
Phtured are members of WOW Lodge 170 and CCFR Station 5 at the presentation of am
Amencan tlag to the station

Lodge 170 presents flag
to fire station at Kirksey
Members of the Woodmen of
the World Lodge 170 of Kirksey
presented an American flag and
pole to the Calloway County
Fire & Rescue Station 5 at
Kirksey in honor and in remembrance of the 9-11 tragedy.

Garland, Clifton
Craig
Garner and Terry Ridgley are
members of Station 5.
Members of Lodge 170 were
Johnny
Parker, president;
Margaret McCallon, treasurer,
Rachel Wicker, secetary.

Lodge members present were
McCallon, Marilyn
Datha
Downey, Rebecca Downey.
Teressa Yv'illiarns and Mr. and
Mrs. Hugh Palmer Guests present were Alyssa and Jesisca
Wicker and their dog, Lassie.

Dark moment in Amenca,s history
re-examined 10 years later
CLARKSVILLE. Tenn. -- The
art of theatre exists tc shine a
light into even the darkest corners of human existence. It is an
exercise in examining our culture and the social rules that
govern our lives.
A team of playwnghts created
The Laramie Project in 1999 to
explore the events leading up to,
and the reactions following, the
death of Matthew Shepard on
October 12, 1998. It is widely
believed that the gay University
of Wyoming student was brutally beaten anti killed in a homophobic hate cnme.
The Tectonic Theatre Project
used hundreds of interviews,
news reports. and company
members' journal entnes to create the Laramie Project.' For a
decade, this play has provided
an intimate perspective on the
life of Matthew' Shepard, and

the lives and attitudes of his
community. 'Ten years later, the
group revisited the community
of Laramie, Wyoming, and created a new work to reflect on the
ten years that have passed since
Matthew Shepard's murder.
On October 12, 2009, the
Roxy Regional Theatre will be
one of only 100 theatres across
the United States to produce a
staged reading of The Laramie
Project: 10 Years Later. This
landmark event will be held on
the
11 ti, anniversary
of
Shepard's death.
The performance will be at 7
p.m. Tickets are $20 suggested
donation. Purchase online at
www.roxyregionaltheatre.org.
or call (931) 645-7699 during
regular box office hours 04am2pm, weekdays).
A cornerstone of entertainment in historic downtown

Open house will scheduled
PADUCAH, Ky. — The
Paducah Railroad Museum and
the Paducah Model Train Club
will host a free open house on
Saturday. Oct. 17, from 10 a.m.
to 4p.m. at the Museum located
at 200 Washington Street
(across from the Carson Four
Rivers Center).
The museum contains manly
unique displays of railroad
equipment and memorabilia
illustrating Western Kentucky's

rich railroad history., and the
Paducah Model Railroad Club
has the largest and most complete model train lay-out in the
area, with elaborate scenery,
arid will be operating several
trains simultaneously.
A gift shop is available and
the museum building is handicapped accessible. For information call 270 559-5253. or
visit the mu.se.u. m web site at
www.paducahrforg.

Ilfurray Electric Systems,WKTV
are teaming tin to Wing
of
the Home Calloway County
High Schoo/foothall gantes

Clarksville, the Roxy Regional
Theatre delivers live professional productions with skilled and
experienced actors from across
the United States. Rosy
Regionad Theatre is located.*
100 Franklin Street.
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